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We found this book by some Nomad trader by the port. Says it was special, practically gave
it to me for free. I’m sure the crewwould love this, maybe even some of the passengers, if
they could read. Just don’t get saltwater on it you bilge rats. -CaptainRedBeard

Gods, Demons, & Races
Gods of Vehldathin

Vykost, God of Seas, Tempest, Exploration, The Unknown
The typical God of Sea Elves and Raiders, and often Nomads and Savage Orcs, Vykost believes in might makes right, the strong can
bend the waves to their will and explore barbarous coasts, taking what they need as prizes. Worshippers of Vykost tend to adorn their
places of worship with the bones of worthy kills, seashells, and driftwood. Vykost's Holy Symbol is that of a ship sailing through a
dark turbulent ocean against a red sky.

Roya, God of Magic, Dreams, The Subconscious Mind
The Mejieri and The Bask favor Roya overall, choosing to adapt to the winds of magic and the cryptic knowledge of dreams. It is said
that the subconscious mind is our well into the arcane forces of the world and Roya dedicates to the mastery of that potential.
Worshippers of Roya tend to adorn their places of worship with crystals and charts that map out the stars. Roya's Holy Symbol is that
of a skull with swirling arcane energies inside of it, surrounded by floating runes.

Ozymahd, God of Sun, Moon, Cycle, Time
Ozymahd is one of the eldest gods being worshiped by both Sun Elves, and Moon Elves, the endless cycle of time and its seasons, the
ebb and flow of history and generations are all under his domain. Sometimes viewed as cold and calculating Ozymahd knows that
time heals all wounds and conquers all kingdoms. Worshippers of Ozymahd tend to adorn their places of worship with sand timers,
sundials, and obelisks denoting the seasonal patterns. Ozymahd's Holy Symbol is that of a resplendent sand timer, flanked by the sun
and moon.

Alara, God of Fate, Luck, Commerce
Alara can be seen as a trickster god, a cunning god, a silver-tongued god, who’s worshippers can be found in any race that believes in
good trade makes for stronger families. Fate and Luck are but two sides of the same coin to Alara, either knowing when the hand you
are dealt is one that you must play wisely, or one that you must sneak a few extra cards into. Worshippers of Alara tend to adorn their
places of worship with coins of various nations, and ornate vases. Alara's Holy Symbol is that of coins floating in front of a
constellation.

Myar, God of Knowledge, Peace, Songs, Nature
Myar is a common god to be worshiped, one to be praised during every holiday, and most celebrations. Their worshippers can usually
be found with musical instruments and a headdress of antlers, or a mask of the same sort. Many times, that Aiko would be praised,
Myar's name is not far off. Harmony with the world, tranquility and mending bridges that were burned many years ago are the
pastimes of those who avidly worship Myar. Worshippers of Myar tend to adorn their places of worship with musical instruments,
potted plants, and songbooks. Myar's Holy Symbol is that of an instrument, typically a lute, resting against a small table with a
songbook.

Callen, God of Conflict, Agriculture, Tools
Callen is the champion of the common man, a hero of the people, those who would defend the homes they have built for their family’s
worship Callen avidly. Their worshippers venerate hammers as being the most efficient tool for both construction and defense. Many
Civilized Orcs and Hill Dwarves name Callen as the most important god, with many formal military groups thinking the same. Where
Vykost raids the lands, Callen defends them. Worshippers of Callen tend to adorn their places of worship with wreaths of wheat, maps
of the world, and weapons of war. Callen's Holy Symbol is that of crossed Warhammers, flanked by fields of wheat.

Aiko, God of Hearth, Home, Love, Society
Mother of Dwarven kind, and first lover to Callen, Aiko is the patron god of all that is good in society, the warm homes, the harvest
festivals, the joyous weddings. Hand in hand with Myar she gives many a reason to keep hoping, believing that the sun will rise
another day and take away their pains. Kindness and nurturing are second nature to those that worship Aiko. Worshippers of Aiko tend
to adorn their places of worship with bowls of fruit to share, pleasant candles and honey treats, and an open seat for whoever may be
stopping by. Aiko's Holy Symbol is that of a stone hearth, old and weathered, but burning bright to welcome those who seek shelter.
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Qiron, God of Medicine, Poison, Healers
Qiron is a god that is not always welcomed to see, a symbol on a clinic may mean your life is in good hands, or that a swift end will
end your suffering. Those who worship Qiron acknowledge the frailty of life, how close we all are to the end of our stories, and how
the only difference between poison and medicine is the dosage. Qiron is the most recent god to have an Ascension occur in 1401.
Worshippers of Qiron tend to adorn their places of worship with medical scrolls, vials of potions and poisons, and the odd plant.
Qiron's Holy Symbol is that of a butterfly, half vibrant and beautiful, half pustulent and rotten.

Hastur, God of all Light, Truth, Justice
King of Kings, Lord of Lords, he who shelters from darkness and protects the meek. The Kingdom of Quinelle is devoted to Hastur
absolutely, with many following one of two philosophies. For good to survive evil must be wiped out, and evil will have no place to
take root if good people are made to thrive. Hastur is a demanding god, with little acceptance of failure off the path of the righteous
man, good is an active choice in every moment, it does not come easily. Worshippers of Hastur tend to adorn their places of worship
with small golden spires, boxes where goods can be donated to the needy, and humble yellow cloth. Hastur's Holy Symbol is that of a
White and Gold Spire rising out of a forest, against a blue sky.

Ahriman, The Many Faced God, God of Murder, Deception, Cruelty
Not much is known of The Many Faced God, but to speak their name is to draw their eye, and where their eye goes, darkness soon
follows. Rumors run rampant about those who would mock The Many Faced God openly and be struck down where they stood but a
moment later. Evil has many faces and those that worship learn to hide their true motives until the time is right, after all the honey
tastes sweeter when you anger the bees. Worshippers of The Many Faced God tend to adorn their places of worship with those they
sacrifice to their god, man or animal. Ahriman's Holy Symbol is that of a pallid mask with many eyes creeping out from behind it.

Known Demon Lords

Balistaad, Rejected by Ozymahd, Lord of Dust
Oleandus, Rejected by Aiko, Lord of Envy
Clameldon, Rejected by Roya, Lord of Sloth
Renard, Rejected by Alara, Lord of Deception

Charybdis, Rejected by Vykost, Lord of The Whirlwind

Well, I’ll be damned, this wasn’t here this morning. Looks like that Nomad truly gave us
an exciting trinket on our long voyage. I should show this to Canaan or Grimdall. If
any of you happen to see them, tell them about this book. Sailed around the whole Vehl for
40 years, and just now do I get a magical book. – CaptainRedBeard
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Races of Vehldathin

Humans, these are adaptable creatures coming in all different shapes, colors, and creeds. Their morality bends to suit their needs,
where some worship The Many Faced God, and others Hastur. They manage to survive even the harshest of climates and conditions,
some would say like roaches. They can be generalized into the four most common tropes amongst their kind...

Nomads, the Nomads are castaways, travelers, and caravanners. They live a life untied to any physical domain. They are known for
their ability to move in and out of areas almost unseen, setting up their tents or wagon trains outside of cities without the locals ever
expecting it. Their oral histories and traditions go back further than most history books, but where is the line between fact and fiction?
Did Bolo the Bold have his teeth stolen by a sphinx? Or did he simply lose them to the tabby in the alley? Some cast out Battlemasters
do their best to retain their humble honor as sell swords, some wayward Arcanist may seek a life of solitude to perfect their arts, and
some Ascendants may decide that isolation brings one closer to God.

Raiders, these brutal Humans ply their trade by the width of an ax swing. Many can easily think that highwaymen or simple bandits
would qualify as Raiders, but no, these men are different. Strict moral codes and tradition bind them, while rumors of blood rituals and
flaming sacrifice swirl around survivors of their battles. These could merely be stories that villagers tell to keep their children in their
beds. In truth these Raiders find strength to be a deciding factor in many arguments, preferring to be cunningly brutal, then brutally
cunning. They have many tattoos to show off their deeds, and their hair is braided in a way to tell their stories, with their lives and
families woven into their hair. A bald Raider is a being that has given up all semblance of hope, declaring one final suicidal quest
before he may return to his tribe. They commonly fight with Sea Elves and Savage Orcs for the best raiding grounds.

Prinlanders, Citizens of this bustling city have a different outlook than most others in The Vehl, they have forsaken tradition and
heritage in exchange for the glittering shine of coin. Low ranking nobles and desperate commoners seeking a better life flock to this
bustling trade city, coming from all walks of life and many different towns and cities, upon entering the city those old ties are shed off
for the new constraints of contracts and merchant guilds. It is not unheard of for grizzled veterans warning newcomers to avoid the 20
year guard contracts, no matter how the sign on bonus looks. No matter what is said, or what they witness, there is always another
looking to make coin. Their attire can be considered garish and eccentric, but it is a clear way to show off their wealth.

Xianren, these mysterious peoples live secluded in their desert city, protected by the southern mountains and the south sea pass
between Canatha and Yarim. They serve their Emerald Queen and ply their trades with hyper precision, becoming masters of their
craft. Those who leave their sacred cities to seek the outside world are often banned from ever returning, save for the border towns to
drop off supplies for their families. They are honor bound to the laws of their land, always humbly obeying their caste system. The
few Xianren that choose to become adventurers strive to become the greatest of their fighting style with silent pride.

Mejieri, the Mejieri tribe left the Kingdom of Quinelle when Radament the Wise ascended, knowing that her home in the desert
would be her new holy land, the goddess of magic would choose them as her favored. Their devotion paid off, living in the harshest of
deserts the winds of magic swept through favorably for the Mejieri tribe. Now, after hundreds of years they have become something of
a capital destination, many Arcanists coming to seek their libraries or their crystal gardens, the art of enchanting weapons was nearly
perfected by them before the Great War.

Quinellites, the Humans of the Kingdom of Quinelle are proud supporters of their royal family, they pay their taxes, and they go to
their churches every day to give a short prayer. Ever since Priest King Ferdinand drove the Blight from their lands and ascended to the
Halls of Hastur, they have been at the forefront of Human development. Divine magic is perfected here, men and women train to be
priests and paladins to become questing knights like their fabled King of old, but as all wise men know, legacies never remain so pure.
Greed, opulence, and a large class divide make living in the kingdom difficult, the small folk say the church unifies them through
faith, or was it obedience?

Dwarves, these stout folks are said to be the first children of Callen and Aiko. They generally retain their proud family traditions,
working with their hands and creating far easier than they destroy, much to the envy of some of the other races. It is rumored that the
Hill Dwarves taught the Humans of Quinelle how to shape castles from stone, swords from iron. Some Dwarves have sought out
peaceful lives, living in the cities of the other races and adapting well, plying their crafts to help the locals, while others, angered from
what they see as neglect from their parents drove into the darkness below the earth, angry and out of sight from the judgment of the
surface world.

Gnomes, these small Dwarves are sometimes called Halflings or Tinkerers, they gave up the earth of their ancestors for the homes of
the other races. Their eyes have adapted to the bright sunlight, and the small tools they use. Expert craftsmen, they are stereotyped as
watchmakers, but they have been known to create steam powered mechanisms, metals that return to shape, and even drills to clear out
land. When a family of Gnomes moves into a city, the rulers know they are going to be at the edge of a golden age.
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Hill Dwarves, these are the most common of the Dwarven folk, their rune magic infusing their structures to last through any
earthquake or storm. A favored target for the more brutal of the races, they are known for their vast riches of gold and iron hoarded
away in their great keeps. They are the most practical of their kin, not worrying about right or wrong, but what will help the family
most. To keep the families from constantly warring over this fact, they have adopted a strict set of honor bound codes and traditions,
some even ridiculous. Any Dwarf known to break these traditions is almost immediately exiled to wander the world nameless. Some
rumors even persist that they throw the worst offenders into the deepest parts of the earth.

Mountain Dwarves do not let their name fool you, these wrathful beings share little with their above ground cousins. When others
ascended to their parent’s divinity, they grew angry, spiteful that they lost their favor. They retreated far into the earth, honeycombing
the mountains that dot the land, using the molten earth to fuel their hateful machines. Their weapons are said to strike fear into even
the worst of the Deep's denizens, their armor thick and heavy like their cavern walls, these Dwarves practice fire magic above all else,
burning their victims alive. Rumors of a great ritual, where they burn their captives in a golden bull until the steam leaks out of the
cracks of the mountain, haunt many dreams of those who have seen the magma vents from the mountain passes.

Ice Dwarves, now these Dwarves are an enigma, some say they are descendants of Rorek the Strong's northern expedition, lost to the
shifting ice. Their blue skin and scraggly beards accentuate their stern, cold faces. These Dwarves are not known for their humor, or
their love, they seem to show no emotions, even remaining cool to the touch in the hottest of environments. They are not known to
back down once their mind is made up, even if it means risking their lives. There are no records of anyone seeing more than two of
these beings in any one place at any one time. Rumors are that Rorek's expedition found more than they were looking for, and it cursed
them by stealing their emotions. To the caravanners that have helped transport them, there is no better sight than watching an Ice
Dwarf cleave a Raider in two in a single blow.

Orcs, these wretched creatures are known around the world for their brutality, almost every Orc seen has a love for battle, for feats of
strength. Breaking bones and breaking walls seem to be their favored past times, anger has found a home in their bloodline. How they
exact their savagery is varied to the locations the tribe settled.

Goblins, easily the worst of the Orcs, at the end of The Great War the Orcs closest to The Many Faced God withdrew into the dark
caverns of the earth. Droves of hungry, bloodthirsty Orcs pushed past the Kobolds, Past the Mountain Dwarves, before finally being
stopped by the Moon Elves. Constantly skulking around their underground homes, they have developed particularly virulent toxins to
apply to their weapons, stealing whatever they can from their victims and eating the rest, scraps of metal and bits of leather are bolted
directly to their skin to offer crude protection and camouflage in the depths below. Some villages even tell stories of Goblin raids in
the middle of the night, carrying off victims to terrible fates.

Savage Orcs, from the hot jungles to the frozen fir trees of the north, Savage Orcs plague the land ensuring every caravan needs
guards, every Nomad needs a map, and every traveler needs a prayer to keep them safe. These large brutes wear the furs and skins of
their defeated foes, eating the flesh and taking grim trophies. Some tell tales that this gives them strength, taking the life force of those
they beat in battle. The Savage Orcs are very close to their tribes, knowing that only the strongest lead them to the greatest of battles,
and every Savage Orc waits for the day that they are the strongest. Arguments are settled in bloody combat, where truly might makes
right, however it wins the fight.

Wyrd Ones, these are rare creatures indeed, found gibbering and dancing their way, usually alone, but sometimes followed by a pack
of eager Orcs dressed in the most outlandish of clothing. Buckets and feathers and colorful paints decorate their gray skin as the Wyrd
One dances and chants their futures, often telling tales of greatness and glory, often ending in very unexpected ways for their
followers. Their followers say they can see the future, the strings of fate untangled by the Winds of Magic, the Wyrd One itself could
hardly explain it themselves. Their penchant for channeling the flowing Winds of Magic is renowned even to the most experienced
Sun Elf, few mock their power openly, lest a crackling bolt of energy splatter them across existence.

Civilized Orcs, now I am sure you are asking yourself who civilized an Orc, but they came willingly. Seeking to prove their strength
above all races by joining their armies, by out smithing their artisans, by beating their strongmen in competitions, they have found
reward, and even fame for what less Civilized Orcs would see as a challenge. They believe in the rule of law, the rule of order, and the
rule of a strong sword. Some, tempted by wine and soft pillows, even become fat and lazy, bragging about their glory days that are
now long behind them.

Elves, born from the very arcane winds that flow through the world, Elves were once seen as the pinnacle of civilization. Their rise to
power came due to their natural mastery over the arcane. This innate mastery came at a price. Their long lives led them to be proud
and vain, causing brutal disagreements in their culture from the use of magic to the proper worship of their gods. Devastating civil
wars caused the Elven race to scatter to the different corners of the world, losing their glorious civilization to the sands of time.
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Wood Elves, Wood Elves live in the deepest part of the forest or jungle and often use their innate magics to hide their home further.
They were reclusive and nearly impossible to find unless they wanted you to know where they were. Hiding from the world’s threats
does not always make you safe from them, isolation often means no one will come to your aid. With more and more Wood Elves being
sighted one can only wonder what happened to their treetop homes.

Sea Elves, Sea Elves are those who live on the coast. Many are seen as savages and those who use magic are often referred to as
sea-witches. They have a tendency to raid others to take what they want and among other Elves are seen as outcasts for their often
violent ways. With their homes being more out on the open sea than on land many sailors have made stories about how they live at the
bottom of the ocean and grow tails when they need to swim. An old story once said, “beware the Sea Elves for their witches will turn
your children into seals and eat them for supper.”

Sun Elves, Sun Elves are known for their pride. Revering the god Ozymahd and believing their power to read the stars and foresee the
future come from his blessings. They have built their temple cities over hundreds of years and are the last great beacon of ancient
Elven culture. They are one of the most active factions of Elves, often working with the other races to ensure balance in all things
since the Great War, their pride keeps them from forming truly impactful alliances.

Moon Elves, Moon Elves are one of the true terrors of the deep. They were the first of the races to dive deep underground, believing
the beams of moonlight that sneak down into the depths of the mountain are the purest of Ozymahd’s light. They have punished most
life in the catacombs of the world, stealing runes from the Mountain Dwarves, forcing the Goblins into slavery and skinning Kobolds
for their hide. The life of a Moon Elf, while not inflicting pain unto others, is one filled with violence and uncertainty and most tend to
have lost some sanity due to the madness of the depths below. Rumors rise through the depths like vapors about a hidden world, a new
moon down below our waking world, where the Moon Elves conduct their foulest rituals.

Stone Elves, an enigmatic faction of Elf, Stone Elves live in the cold peaks of the north. They have resounded themselves to the harsh
conditions and have been some of the sturdiest Elves in The Vehl. They follow tribal family lines, where their Czarkons inherit their
leadership through blood. While many travel nomadically through the mountain passes, some live in great stone caverns, often being
the first line of defense against the hostile races of the deeps. While they welcome outsiders into the edges of their territories, they
keep sealed their cold lips about what happens behind their closed walls. Many lost Nomads have been rescued by a Stone Elf caravan
traveling the mountain passes.

Lizard Folk, Lizard Folk is a loose term for those who resemble in some way the common lizards and even Dragons of ancient myth.
Scales, horns, and cold blood have made the other races use this blanket term, while some of them claim to have actual lineage to
those old, storied beasts. With each tribe having its own form of ritual and customs, it is rare to see these races unite under one cause.
The southern continent of Yarim is host to many of these races, even if others venture out into the world. It is worth noting that the
world has not seen a true Dragon for hundreds of years.

Kobolds, Kobolds are the very definition of hubris. They have a natural affinity toward magic and will not fail to remind you of that
innate talent. They are also deceptively cunning and will trick you into working for them or fighting their battles for them. They are
the largest faction of the Lizard Folk, as they breed quickly and use that to their advantage living in the depths of the world. Each
Kobold clan has their own specialty with magic and more often than not different clans get absorbed into each other, fight other clans,
get wiped out, and repeat the process all over again. They do tend to be cruel to Goblins as one of their favorite pastimes is throwing
lightning to make the poor Goblins “dance”.

Dragonborn, Dragonborn are said to be the direct descendants of the ancient Dragons. Strong, proud, and with a desire to “save the
damsel in distress” they see themselves as heroes. They also believe themselves to be better than most other races but will not
disrespect other Lizard Folk. However, their hero complex has led to the death of more than one Dragonborn, by folly or disrespect.
Those that can handle the mantle of hero can find themselves in positions of great military power, especially in the lands of Xian Zhe,
where they have secured a strong relationship with the peoples.

The Bask, The Bask are often mistaken to be related to dragons, but truth be told no one remembers the progenitors of The Bask.
Large humanoid frogs, they are a slow and methodical people, moving with precision and poise, fully thinking out their actions before
they perform them. It can take hundreds of years for a member of The Bask to be considered an adult. With special potions and brews
they can enter a deep trance to see the fates of others, further than what any Wyrd One or Sun Elf can see. The creation of music is one
of their favorite acts, often croaking so loudly that it can be heard in the echoes of the jungles they call home.

The Nightcrawlers, another race that is mistaken to have dragon blood, the Nightcrawlers resemble giant snakes and are the cruelest
of the known races, save for Moon Elves. They stalk their prey diligently, and often sacrifice them to The Many Faced God. In ancient
ziggurats they were the first race to form a pact with The Many Faced God, worshiping longer than any can remember, a common
enemy for those in uncharted lands, some have secret agendas not even their kin know about.
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The Adrongo, these large lizards resemble common crocodiles, iguanas, and skinks. Sometimes mistaken for magical experiments
gone awry, the elders of their people are older than many colleges of magic. They settle in simple villages in the southern swamps and
eastern jungles of Yarim. Many Adrongo tend to revere The Bask or The Nightcrawlers and serve them as higher beings that commune
with powers beyond their comprehension. The Adrongo are not the smartest of the races in the world, but their strength and
survivability make them welcomed guides and compatriots, if you can get past their odd sense of humor.

The Unformed, The Unformed are a general term for a race that only recently came about in the world. They come in all different
shapes and sizes but resemble various animals. The temperament of The Unformed also varies based on the animal they resemble
however the curiosity of this young race runs deep in their blood. They can seem almost fearless in exploration and use their sharp
senses to navigate even the deadliest of areas with an apparent ease. They may be new to the world, but they have much to offer and
will gladly become your guide.

Places of Note

Calle�’� Fenc�, Northern Mountain range, seemingly trapped in winter, cold and harsh, many cave systems.

Drakni� Mountain�, Southern Mountain range, rich in natural resources but defended greatly by Xian Zhe and those that live within
the mountains.

Wikhu�o� Se�, the body of water separating Canatha and Yarim.

Dese�� of Soul�, located in the Western Desert of Yarim, it is said to be a cursed place by the locals who live just at its edge. They tell
of a long-forgotten story in which a woman was unjustly accused of murdering their husband and sentenced to be tied to a pole in the
middle of the desert. The husband returned the next day only to hear of his wife’s fate. Losing all sense of himself he set out in the
desert to rescue the one he loved. Neither were seen again, but on the coolest nights it is said that you can hear the calling of the
husband to the wife and the echoed screams of her demise. Since that day, the desert has taken many men and women who brave its
sands. Their voices seem to join with that of the husband’s weeks after. At least that is what the locals say they hear.

Mout� of th� Ea�t�, Large Volcano found is eastern Yarim.

Mebu�, established on the dark side of a grotto, the metropolis of Mebus is home to gnomes lead by Mrs. Bonlebick.
This metropolis was not built by a grotto by accident, as it has escape routes, which is of great importance to the people of Mebus and
its success. The metropolis itself looks impressive, with its slate tile rooftops, redwood walls and calming ocean front, Mebus has an
inviting atmosphere. The main attraction is the lumber mill, which was built 21 years ago and designed by Gnomes. Mebus has a
prospering economy, which is mainly supported by medicine, trade, and cooking, but their biggest strengths are complex crafting and
rare animal training. Despite its strengths and weaknesses, Mebus is most likely headed towards a booming future under the leadership
of Mrs. Bonlebick. But this remains to be seen.

Sror�, an arid space in the center of Canatha where many Wyrd Ones congregate for mysterious reasons.

Qag�, A borough of the Kingdom of Quinelle, so not so much its own established town but the county of Qago is very well known.
Many would tell new travelers to not go here as being such a green adventurer usually does not come home.
Tredenc�, The meeting grounds for many Nomad clans. A vast valley that has the imprint of what feels like a lost town. No
established buildings can be seen, but you can feel the presence of the gathering that takes place here. The Nomads use this site to
commune and trade and celebrate, after all they survived another stretch of traveling so why shouldn't they thank their Gods and
families. Very few people outside the Nomad clans know the date for such a meeting as they always seem to change up the dates to
fend off any foreigners from ambushing them with their trades.

Fremga�, A Hill Dwarf academy for architecture and smithing, located near Varenka.

Iflare�, A southern city of Quinelle known for their mastery of horse breeding and mounted warfare.
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Isonhul�, the city of Isonhull was built atop the rugged walls of a fjord and is truly a fully modernized curiosity. Its charm is matched
by the backdrop of grand forests which have helped shape the city to what it is today. The riches these forests brought were of great
importance, but they were also influential when it came to architectural designs as the vast majority of buildings have been built
alongside the trees and often incorporate many different forest elements. The skyline is sprinkled with towering skyscrapers and a new
one seems to pop up every other week. Daily life isn't too stressful in Isonhull, and it has attracted a lot of attention.

Suyti�, A small trade outpost at the edge of Xian Zhe. On rare occasions it is open to travelers to trade.

Inemer�, An outpost of the Mejieri at the edge of the Yarim Swamps.

Uzran�, A city in the northern mountains that serves as a guard post for the Stone elves to prevent outsiders from going further into
their lands

Gate� of Tor�, Located at the edge of Callen’s Fence, this fortress was built in the Tundra of Torr during the Great War as a means to
watch for any incursions from the north, whether from Raiders or worse. Underfunded now it is a brutal station for those in military
service as it means facing worn equipment, starvation, and whatever raiding forces erupt from the mountain caverns.

Bluepi�, A mining operation found just northwest of the Arclight Forest, has been abandoned and restarted several times in its long
history. First started by dwarves, plenty of different races have had their hand digging deeper into the earth dredging up new hauls of
glowing ore. The ore glows an otherworldly hue of blue and has not been found in any other location in the Vehl. Several times reports
of unsafe working conditions, slave labor, or discovery of giant bones have crept out to local taverns, but ownership changes
frequently enough that no one can keep their story straight.

Gu�-Thras� Fo��, This fortress was built on the northern edge of the Yarim jungles, meant to protect the small port nearby and as a
staging ground for expeditions into the jungle. Most commonly manned by Civilized Orcs who are eager to prove themselves against
the hostility of Yarim’s exotic threats.
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Journals, Letters, & Book Excerpts

Currency on the Island, 1420
Trade Bars are more common than coin, due to the ease in which it can be to trade valuable resources like Iron and Copper without the
more sophisticated exchange of coin.
The most common Trade Bars on the Island are as follows.
Iron Trade Bars, the standard single unit of Iron, this is the most common one to be found, often used as a baseline for the other's
value.
Copper Trade Bars, these are more useful in certain applications, especially to Artificers and Alchemists. A bit rarer, Copper Trade
Bars are usually worth 5 Iron Trade Bars.
Silver Trade Bars, the purest of the metals, Silver is often valued for their ability to make weapons that are more effective against
certain creatures. Silver Trade Bars are usually worth 15 Iron Trade Bars.
Gold Trade Bars, these are some of the most valued Trade Bars to exist, simply because of its value in The Vehl. Many who do not
want to give up their old customs inflate the value of these Trade Bars. Gold Trade Bars are commonly worth 50 Iron Trade Bars.
Other Trade Bars exist, their prices a bit more fluctuating. As they are used for more niche purposes. Some examples are Lead, Cobalt,
and Tin.

The Royal Hierarchy of Quinelle and the Church of Hastur
High Ascendant of Hastur, Lord of the Kingdom of Quinelle given by the Glory of the Church of Hastur. Once accepting the title, the
King will give up all lands and accept the stewardship of the City of Quinelle. Head of State and Church. Is the direct conduit to
Hastur. Is technically a theocracy.
The Lord Ascendants of Tower, Seal, Staff, and Sword, The Four ruling "Dukes" of Quinelle. They hold ultimate power other than
being under the King and in concert with the Church if Hastur. They uphold justice and law in the Kingdom. Mostly keeping the
Peerage to noble and Honorable pursuits. They are key in the ruling of the realm. They hold large swaths of land and have Counts or
Earls that serve them in maintaining these lands. They keep their ancestral Counties as personal land. Technically first among equals.
Count, these are the true nobility. They own regions of land that the dukes rule over. They are the lowest of nobles that pass land down
from generation to generation. They follow Ducal law, promising a portion of wealth and martial strength to those in power above
them. It is a delicate balance.
Viscount, Lords whose job it is to inspect the rulership of Barons and their lands. Known to the common folk as Sheriffs. They are
above barons in fiscal and secular power. But own only but a parcel of land, by the grace of the count above them.
Baron, Lords that are given title and rulership over Townships. They focus on the local governing of a city and its surrounding villages
and lands. These are the lowest of the Greater Nobility. Their family is given inheritance power by the Count, although if they
displease him, he may take it away at a moment’s notice.

The Southlands of Xian Zhe
Few are permitted to travel to through the southlands of Xian Zhe, trade routes are closely guarded so only those with the Crystal Writ
can go through without being set upon by the stone construct warriors and their ruby lions. Rumors exist of gem mines that go through
miles of mountain, unbothered by their denizens, and with ample veins of precious material, some say that the workers there are not
living beings. Xian Zhe is ruled by the Emerald Queen, an enigmatic and powerful ruler that rarely invites visitors into her lands. Tales
of a Dwarven expedition led by Lothar Mynhall that went to set up a mine of their own, met their untimely end to stone creatures
crushing them or throwing them into the skies to fall to their dooms. Some spots on the borders still have those bones littering the
fields as a warning to those who would dare trespass. The city of Shanseyut is the only known place that maintains a working and
thriving trade relationship with the Kingdom of Xian Zhe. Many Dragonborn act as mercenaries and bodyguards for Xian Zhe
dignitaries and merchants.

The City State of Prinreik
The City State of Prinreik exists in the central part of the continent, guarding several trade routes and mountain passes they are based
in trade more than anything else. Ruled over by a council of merchant lords that argue between themselves more than they actually
rule the city, the politics of the city are sharpened on the back of the unwary. While almost all trade comes through Prinreik's cities at
one point or another they are also well known for their powerful mercenary companies, like Ulmaric's Iron Forged, or The
Branderkamp Company. Several skirmishes have happened between Prinreik and other kingdoms of the world, due to their dominion
on trade and their tolerance of darker religions and cults. Quinelle has battled it out with them, as well as the Kingdom of Haywood.
Many commonfolk travel to Prinreik to start a new life, knowing that they are not held in the caste system of nobility, enter a new
world where they are held in the caste system of poverty.
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The Battle of Briar Bridge
In the early autumn of 1383, it was reported that an Ogre of great power, had started to assemble his kin into a formal clan. With Ogres
normally being solitary creatures, many early reports viewed this as a just hearsay, or perhaps a larger than normal orc tribe gathering.
However, in the northern forests it was dreadful no myth, Savage Orc tribes were being eliminated without survivors, only carnage
and ruin. The tribes and clans of the northern forests are particularly ornery and proud, rarely will they come seeking help or offer it,
despite the mutually beneficial relationship they have with the Town of Kelmhart. The Crack Tooth Clan and The Mud Hound Clan
were the first to unite against this growing threat, putting aside their territorial disputes to tackle the fight head on. Thanks to the few
survivors that retreated this massacre we learned that the Ogre Warlord was named Ghalbrukk, and he sought to clear the north of any
who would oppose him. The Blue Arm Clan were the ones to approach the city first, officially seeking a parlay with the wary council
lord, Lord Montrose. The city assumed this was some trick, that these orcs were seeking to finally invade the city, but the Church of
Aiko intervened on their behalf. Ascendant Markus preached that the orc clans of the north have kept most threats away from the
farmers lands in the northern forests, seeking only tithes and supplies in return. However aggressive or "uncivilized" they may have
been, their lives still mattered in the eyes of Aiko, their presence still needed in the balance of the world.
Lord Montrose gave in to Markus' words, and Chief Trosk sat with them, and consumed the eyes of an Iron Tusk Boar with them, as a
peace offering. With The Blue Arms returning to the northern canyon along with a regiment of soldiers and Ascendants of Aiko, they
met with The Scuttle Tusk Clan and The Ebon Claw Clan to face this threat at Briar Bridge, a great mass of root and thorns crossing
the northern canyon. Hours of brutal battle took place, many being crushed or falling to their deaths in the canyon, the orc's savagery
mixed with the healing words of Aiko turned to be the recipe for defeating Ghalbrukk. Chief Krugg of the Scuttle Tusk ripped open
Ghalbrukks’ belly, ending his reign of terror. After the battle had ended, and the fires had died down, the chiefs gathered to thank
Markus for his contribution and give him a totem of safe passage through the forests, back to Kelmhart.
This story is told through the Churches of Aiko now, as a lesson that despite cultural differences, uniting can conquer any odds.
However true that may be, or however often people take that advice, it is my duty to share this is in writing now, for posterity.
I hope these lessons find you well, may Aiko bless you, and keep your home safe.
-Ascendant Feivel

Gnomish Lifestyle
Tinkerers by nature, Gnomes are known across the land for their craftsmanship. While Gnomes can be found crafting just about
everything, creating jewelry and magical items are what they are known for. Simply examining an item tells most people if it was
made by a Gnome due to the quality of their work. Few can compete with a Gnome craftsman and Gnomes make sure to let all other
races know it.
Gnomes are known to decorate their cities and towns with their work, practically using their society as their own personal
advertisement. Seasoned travelers often return home with tales that boggle the minds of a typical townsfolk. Gnome districts often
have more advanced technology than other cities due to the city builders incorporating magical items into the city structures

The Festival of New Beginnings
I started my tour of the festivals of the world by visiting the Sun Elves in Haywood at the Goldleaf district. Every solstice the Sun
Elves have a festival for their god Ozymahd and truly it is a right good time. They decorate the city in bright red and gold banners that
truly brings the Goldleaf district to life! They wear ornate clothing that puts their normal clothes to shame. Long beautiful dresses,
robes adorned with fine jewelry, great and might hats that dazzle! Even their musicians play instruments crafted by Gnomes that
normal bards would kill just to see. You can hear a symphony of flutes and violins that create a brilliant and relaxing sound. The music
gracefully dances in the wind, and it is heard through the city. Prayers are offered throughout the day but the two biggest come before
the feast and as the sun sets. They call in the chief ascendant of their beautiful temple to perform each prayer, he even blesses the food,
it is right inspiring. They bring produce grown through the summer and bring in one of the newest born livestock. This little bugger
gets treated like a king. Fed until it is full and pampered throughout the day as a thanks to Ozymahd. Then after this little miracle gets
its fill the prayer before the feast begins, and we get to chow down. They make special dishes from the produce that is only made now,
and it is brilliant! Chefs from all over the continent come to prepare this feast and it shows. Such colorful and immaculate dishes
would make anyone’s mouth water! After food comes, Song and dance, and deserts. it is a party fit for nobles if I have ever seen it.
Oh, it is a lovely time and as the sun begins to set a final prayer of thanks is given, and a quiet but peaceful night is had. I cannot wait
to go back and do it again!
-Jack Jackson 1401
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Festival of Sight
Once during the year, the Bask gather from all over to participate in the Festival of Sight! This lovely festival only occurs when the
moon is closest to Vehldathin. From what I can gather during the days leading to this event all sorts o’ concoctions are brewed up by
these lovely creatures. A sniff of one of these potions will leave your sense of smell gone for days. A lesson I learned the right hard
way! Apparently, they do this so that someone they call “The Star Seer” can use his power to cast a great fortune during the festival!
The day of the festival is spent in almost a silence. They consider it a part of the ritual to fast and meditate on the events of the past
year! However, once the night comes, a dramatic shift in tone occurs. If you have never heard the songs of the Bask you are truly
missing out on something special. A chorus of Bask begin the ritual singing for what I can say was easily several hours! Once their
concert, I guess you would call it ends, the rest of the ritual truly begins! All the Concoctions gathered are added a little at a time to a
giant kettle! The mixture is brought to a boil while the arch-arcanists of the Bask chant something I could not even hope to pronounce!
Once they are finished The Star Seer comes from a special tent, they have been in for two weeks. The Star Seer completes the ritual
with a special chant known only to them. Then they drink the mixture from the cauldron and enter some type of trance. The Bask all
bow out of respect to The Star Seer as the wisdom is disbursed. Once the initial wisdom is disbursed, elders from the Bask approach
and ask more generalized questions. The Star Seer gives out answers which seem to be slightly vague but appease the elders. It is a
marvel to me that they just accept it as fact! Each answer seems to drain the Seer more and more until eventually they collapse. An ear
shattering croak in unison from all the bask sounds out and the ritual ends! Once the Star Seer is revived, the Bask feast and give
thanks to the stars for the guidance gifted to them. This is one of the weirder festivals I have been to, but you have not lived until you
hear the Bask sing!
-Jack Jackson 1401

Celebration of travels
The Humans who call themselves Nomads are quite the interesting bunch! Such a shame many often look down on their lifestyle!
They truth of the matter is they care very deeply for the land they travel in, and one could even say they make it better! There is
nothing that shows this more than their Celebration of Travels! For this particular group I have stumbled on they are quite the loud
bunch! This weeklong celebration shows homage to Aiko, Callen, and Myar. They give thanks through prayers, song and replant the
seeds of all the various foods eaten through their stay at whatever location they are currently at. The final night they have a large feast
and once again gather every seed they can. Half the seeds are replanted that night while the Ascendant that leads them give a long
prayer thanking each god for the harvest, their temporary home, and for the ability to play wonderful songs. The other half of the seeds
are taken and planted along the path on their way to their next “home”. Traveling with these folks truly reminds me how lucky we are
that the gods bless this world with wonderful gifts.
-Jack Jackson 1402

Dragon Festival
Another festival which occurs around the summer solstice is the magnificent Dragon Festival! This is one of the only times you will
really see the Dragonborn, and Kobolds work collectively, and it is a marvelous sight I will tell you! At least the Kobolds and
Dragonborn consider the new year to start! Each year represents a certain color of dragon and those who bear the closest resemblance
to their ancestors put on a massive festival. They city is decorated with carvings of how they believe the ancient dragons looked, stalls
of food and games are set up, and of course the biggest event, The Parade of Ancestors, is held. The cycle of colors is as follows, Red,
Yellow, Brass, Orange, Teal, Blue, Gold, Green, Black, White, Purple, and Silver. Each color of dragon represents different aspects of
Dragonborn and Kobold. Red represents passion. Yellow represents cunning. Brass represents serenity. Orange represents strength.
Teal represents elegance. Blue represents knowledge. Gold represents purity. Green represents renewal. Black represents power. White
represents devotion. Purple represents pride. Silver represents control. This year is that of the silver dragons. As such the city is
adorned with beautiful silver banners and the statues are enchanted to stand tall and bow without breaking. It is such a marvelous
sight! The parade begins about an hour before the sun sets. Large floats are made that resembles the ancient dragons and are guided
through the city using air magic. After they conclude their tour a large show of magic and something made from the black powder of
the Mountain Dwarves cause large and beautiful explosions in the sky. They make various shapes and sounds with the final one of
these contraptions somehow making an extraordinary dragon in the sky and thank goodness those things are not real! If they were, I
think I would be too frightened to return, but thankfully I could come back to this festival every year!
-Jack Jackson 1402
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The Day of Loss
In my travels I have seen a most peculiar sight. An entire civilization silent and a night sky filled with millions of lanterns. I have been
told that all Elves observe the Day of Loss. For the Sun Elves it takes place during the summer solstice, as a society so close to the
winds of magic they take a full 24 hours of silence and lights lanterns for the Elves killed during the great war. No rituals to be done.
No schools to be attended. Most don’t even come out of their homes. Imagine a city where you can hear a pin drop and that pin drop
would echo for a full 24 hours uninterrupted by even the stir of a crowd.
Then as night falls from windows lanterns glow and fly into the sky. No intricate designs indicating station or family heraldry. All
white and simplistic. No one wants to be different for they say that the many they lost were all equally important. The truly remarkable
thing about this is that each year the number of lanterns stays the same. Since each represents someone lost to The Many Faced God
the number should never increase or decrease. Knowing the fanatical precision of the Sun Elves would tell me that this is all planned
weeks in advance, but they will tell you no.
Regardless, it is a solemn event, but it is one that you certainly should not miss.
-Jack Jackson 1403

Feast of Warriors
Oy if you think those Sun Elves throw a splendid time, the Feast of Warriors thrown by the Orcs is something to behold! Savage Orcs,
Wyrd Ones, and even some Civilized Orcs gather from all over. Every year during the fall a massive hunt is formed by these fierce
warriors. The strongest from all different tribes form up to claim the biggest beast they can. The tribe that brings home the rarest or
toughest to kill creature is rewarded by sitting at the head of the feast and they get claim to pick what meat they want first. The heads
of all the worthy creatures that are hunted are stuffed and put on display for the entire year. A huge ceremony is held to burn they
heads of those caught in the previous year and the winners of last year’s hunt regale us with the story of how they killed their mighty
foe. Although I’m more than certain a bit of embellishment is in each of their stories it certainly elevates the mood! After we feast the
new stuffed heads are mounted and a small fighting tournament is held! Each clan submits their strongest warrior, and a battle royale
style fight begins! Watching their graceful but violent fighting styles is truly remarkable. Once two fighters remain the battle stops,
and both are regaled as heroes. However, the tournament is not yet done! The last two fighters then tell a story of their greatest
accomplishment during the year. All ears are trained on these two as they spin quite a wondrous if slightly unbelievable tale. The
warrior who receives the loudest reaction is crowned this year’s champion. He is given rights to own land if he doesn’t have any as
well as a magical sword passed down year to year from each champion. After this is done more food is brought out, congratulations is
had for the champion. Truly a night unlike any others that I was delighted to see!
-Jack Jackson 1403

Festival of the homestead
Each year around the fall, Hill Dwarves perform a ceremony in honor of Aiko and Callen. They truly believe that the two gods show
the destiny of family all that it encompasses. Each year they gather their best craftsman to tear down a house built last year in their
honor and construct a new house to show their renewal of faith. Outside of the house is a special farm area in which tall stalks of
wheat are grown and harvested. They also have statues and shrines which are newly constructed each year near the homes as a show
of faith. Once the building is completed a festival full of fruits, wines, and pastries are consumed to show thanks for the blessings of
the earth given by Aiko and Callen. In addition, a newlywed couple chosen by the clan is picked to live in that house and maintain the
small farm, and hopefully have a child from what I’ve been told. It’s a lovely time filled with prayers and family, and a time of hope
for a new family.
-Jack Jackson 1403

Excerpt from “The True Price of the Great War”, 1352
The oldest stories we have touch upon the beginnings of Sun Elves. Unfortunately, now that's all we have for most things. Stories.
Elves are timeless, they do not die from old age. As Ozymahd says in his teachings, we live outside the cycle and therefore must be its
stewards. When an entire race has near perfect memory and lives for an indeterminate time, writing down histories only becomes
important when it is vital to remember, or the knowledge is so rare that a reminder and a signature is all that is needed to get the
information. With the great culling of The Many Faced God and the death of all our elders, it destroyed the cultural and historical
memory of our people. Our entire culture has now become obsessed with academic achievement and the pursuit of knowledge lost and
knowledge not yet discovered. Knowing that the other elves of this world will not do the same. The Wood Elves live like we were in
the beginning. One with nature and with the wood being both parent and child. The Stone Elves would rather wander the mountains
and practice their petty politics. The Sea Elves are feral and attune themselves with the winds both magic and corporeal. Traveling the
waters and drifting where the tide takes them. The Moon Elves are worst of all. They have thrown away everything that makes them
Elves. Living deep underground and forsaking the surface. We Sun Elves are the future of our race, to make sure we do not join the
cycle and end like all the rest of the races of Vehldathin. For we are eternal and should stay that way.
Xinthar Acrostus, Teacher of Philosophy and History
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Golems
Humboldt the Scholar, 1415
A creature whose origin is often debated, Arcane insight into the matter theorizes they are forged through some unrecorded means, or
ritual by arcane hands shaping the earth to life. All firsthand records with the creatures dictate otherwise, that they are creatures of
powerful emotional bonds between nature and spirit, a Geist of the earth itself set in motion by some goal or turmoil faced in life.
Whether it is the vague research carried out by scholars or the folklore surrounding them, it is known that not all of them bear malice.
In some firsthand accounts it is not even an oblivious or aggressive nature but a benevolent one, aiding travelers or impeding the force
of natural disaster. If provoked and should one find themselves opposing these powerful creatures, no simple blade can harm what
binds them, a blade of the purest metal is required.

Note Found by Port
I hate how the merchants in town sell all their ingredients at such an outrageous price. And people buy it! I mean of course, sure, it's
there and you don’t have to do the work to forage for it on your own. But if you just educate yourself a little bit you can find most
what you need outside the town lines. Just this past week I spent some time to learn how to identify Ginseng and Ashwagandha plants
so I can make a potion that will keep me awake to feel energized enough to go for longer hikes to find even rarer plants.
Ashwagandha plants have slightly fuzzy leaves with white flowers growing up the stock, the flowers then turn into a bright red berry.
Ginseng grows close to the ground with a thin stem that has a cluster of small red berries at the top but be sure to get the whole root
with the plant! That's the part you need.
Then I'll go home and brew as a tea to get all the constituents out. Praise Aiko there are at least some comforts here, I will miss them
on the long voyage.
Canaan,
Ascendant of Aiko,
August 1st, 1420

Journal of Paladin Grimdall
Lord Damon Nomoux and the council of lords convened today. They have agreed that the most loyal and most stalwart defender of
the faith should go and lead this effort in colonization. They have dubbed me a Questing knight of Hastur, a most honorable
achievement. I am to lead the faith in this endeavor and to protect them from anything that gets in the way of spreading the Word. As
honored as I am, I am wary. The Nomoux family has ever been the enemy of mine. I wait for the blade....
July 8th, 1418
Grandmaster Jaxson Grimdall
High Paladin of Hastur
Order of the Crane
The blade has struck, and I feel the cold of the steel in my heart. The council of lords has named Titus Nomoux as High Paladin of
Hastur. They have decreed that in this time of famine and strife that an absent High Paladin would be cause for fear and is too
dangerous to leave the crown unprotected. The king also made a pronouncement today. That my Order is to come with me to the
Island. Lord Nomoux made sure to pull me aside, blessing my path and saying that he was very glad to see my order joining me. To be
able to have my brethren to turn to in these harsh times, it was what he and our Lord Ascendant had wished, my safety. He was so glad
that the King had taken his humble advice on the subject. I blessed him in the name of Hastur and bade Qiron watch over him closely.
To keep him in good health... of course.
Grandmaster Jaxson Grimdall
Former High Paladin of Hastur
Order of the Crane
July 15th, 1418

Thaddeus Drayne, Deep Cave Delver.
An excerpt from a book entitled “Where the Moon Light is Purest”, 1389
It was intriguing to me to say the least that this small system of tunnels led to a variable metropolis. The great architecture of the
Mountain Dwarves was torn asunder by arcane forces. The twisting of bronze and gold into shapes I could only describe as ghastly
specters of once glorious expansion. Yet strangely to me not a body among the ruins. Blood seems to have been cleansed and the
stalactites give way to a faint blue glow. It reflects around the chamber hugging the curves of twisted metal and bouncing off reflective
walls. Following the light from my vantage was impossible and so I chose to go down among the ravaged cityscape.
Once I had hit the bedrock, I could see it begin to take shape. A fine powdered sand aided the light in traveling. Walking along the
path of moonlight was almost surreal. It seemed to pull my feet effortlessly from place to place. The way it gleamed off Dwarven
shield, and axe told a story. It told of the attack that must have happened a few weeks ago. Mountain Dwarves living peacefully in
their homes and on their streets. Set upon by arcane force and flurried strike. It took my breath away. It was as if Ozymahd had a
lesson for me. Time will come for us all. My trance broke and I looked back at my steps in the sands and saw for but an instant,
Ozymahd’s favorite increment, a sand timer. As the timer faded so too did, I remember that all things shall fade.
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The Last Raid, 1345
Trolls: Large, green, ferocious, and nearly invincible these monsters are known for their ferocity. It was my job to defeat one of these
beasts in fear our village would be wiped out. I donned my best Dwarven made armor and took the two best Arcanists in town with
me. We traversed its jungle for several days until eventually we came upon its lair. A gruesome den of blood, corpses, and the smell of
decay welcomed us. We approached as quietly as we could, but it was ready for us. A devastating blow destroyed my armor and nearly
knocked me out. The mages threw their spells at him. We heard tales that they were weak to fire but that held no truth. I picked myself
up and started stabbing at the beast. Sadly, my sword merely bounced off the beast. This time he hit me with a mighty blow and
stunned me. The troll turned upon one of the poor arcanists and felled him in one hit. The other arcanist in a panic threw her strongest
lightning spell which successfully stunned the troll. I then shook off his blow and hit him as hard as I could. With my wild strength
some of the hits went through. However, I noticed the troll started to recover as the fight went on. Our remaining arcanist ran out of
magic to cast all too quickly and with her final spell launched a single lightning bolt which once again damaged the troll. We used that
as our chance to flee as we clearly were no match for the beast. It caught up quickly and with no choice I abandoned the mage and left
it to the troll…...The town was destroyed several days later. The screaming haunts me...the image of that creature is burned into my
mind I fear the madness will soon consume me.

Journal entry 54: D'Lhaun Devotee to Qiron. 4/03/1170
The other day The Ascendant came to my clinic. I never thought I would meet him. He doesn't hold any unnatural glow to him, nor
does he have a halo or wings. Yet I know it is him. It's a strange feeling being so close to the divine. I feel he can read my very
thoughts. I begin to contemplate a solution to this strange virus that seems to be infecting my people and yet before I utter and word,
he has a full component list and is sending my people out for ingredients. It is infuriating but awe inspiring. He sent me for some ogre
blood in the hills west of Varenka, but I have a test for this divine.

Note Found in The Woods, 1419
Jasper was right, sneakin over to the island bests starvin the the old world. Plenty of easy targets out here, they don’t know if it was a
ghost or a goblin sneakin up on them!
We've been makin a killin out here Darna, we'll be the new kings of the world out here, no more gutters for ole Ivan.
Rest your ole bones, I'll write to you again soon.
Ivan, 7/22/1419
Ate some strange berries, taste like meat. Don't think I should do it again. Stole a gold cup though, real shiny.
Ivan, 7/30/1419
Damn dwarf got a lucky shot on Jasper, split his skull wide open. Those big bugs are gunna strip his bones in a day bet my golden
rings on it. I hid in the mud so he wouldn't find me, got this weird itch because of it. But I'll find that bastard dwarf.
Ivan, 8/15/1419
Skin won’t stop weepin, itchin it all off. Damned flies everywhere. Smells like piss. Gunna get that beard.
Ivan 8/16/1419
Darna I’m sorry I aint set it right
I’m seein ya soon
Ivan
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The Arclight Incident: By Jean Archon, 1382
The Arclight Incident, or “Arclight Massacre” as it’s so eloquently called; was a testament to my ingenuity and a halt to progress…for
now. We were tasked by the Arclight college of magic elders to study golems and the effects of magic upon them. The project itself
was up to my discretion. So, I created a project worthy of my name. The goal of my project was simple: manufacture and infuse
golems with the power of the elements. The uses of these creations should be obvious to any intelligent enough to peruse these
documents. However, should you be a bit on the slower side let me explain. With these golems we could avoid needlessly sending
people to die in war. They are strong enough to deal with even the most battle-hardened troops and with the resistance of their element
even experienced arcanists would find it difficult. Not to mention lesser versions of these creatures are quite useful as pets. So, as you
can see creating them was of the upmost importance.
Creating regular golems is mere child’s play and I will not bore you with the details of those as I’m sure you already know. However,
the problem came with how to introduce elemental energy. Well, the short version of it is, quite frankly none of your damn business.
The result is what I will discuss today. We created 4 different golems in our test batch. One of Fire, Earth, Water, and Air were created.
They were magnificent. The problem came when we realized we didn’t properly install any devices to control them.
They went mad with rage. All our assistants were killed mercilessly. They erupted with pillars of pure elemental energy. It
was…magnificent. Those lucky enough to feel their magic power were dispatched quickly. Those with even more luck felt their
physical strength firsthand. The crunch of bone and the horror on their faces was more than I could have dreamed for. Honestly it was
quite impressive how quickly they were dispatched. If anything, it proves that my theory was correct. These Golems were what I
intended and so much more. Regardless, I and 3 of the other top arcanists behind this project tried to stop them. Once again, my
theories were correct, and they proved even too much for us. I cast nearly every spell in repertoire. The low-level spells were all but
shrugged off as if they were swatting gnats. Oh, such glorious forms they held. These creations were a force beyond comprehension.
In fact, much to my surprise not only were some spells blocked but they absorbed spells of their element. Even I didn’t know that
would be possible! I couldn’t find a single weakness. To think for the first models, they were already this monstrous and beautiful.
How can I possibly out do this? Don’t worry I’ve gained several ideas on the future of this project. Alas death loomed over me as I
found myself the last standing in front of my beautiful babies. That was when true disaster struck. A band of nosy and “valiant heroes”
stepped forward. Their luck truly knew no bounds as they were somehow able to stop my precious creations. The fools didn’t realize
the progress they stopped. However, this was a great learning tool as I step forward. 23 dead…. truly a work of both art and magic. I
claim this experiment a success.

Captain Osylvy, Day of Departure, 1396
The journey will soon commence. Myself and 50 of our bravest sea elf sailors will depart today. We have learned of a distant island
yet untouched by man. A true paradise that may help us for generations to come. Truly a blessed voyage.
The priestess who was to come bless our ship had been ill for nary a week. Her trainee came to bless us instead. As if to welcome us
all clouds in the sky disappeared and a ray of sunlight seemed to envelop our ship. Vykost clearly shines on our journey.
As we depart, I notice my compass seems to act strangely. I have had this for years. Perhaps I should delay? No this is too important.
When we stop to resupply, I’ll simply purchase another. Yes, today true glory awaits.

The tale of erigor the valiant
His blue scales shimmered in the sunlight and reflected his simply glowing demeanor. Today was the day that Erigor would prove
himself to the rest of his clan. A clan of foul hill dwarves had relocated themselves to a nearby village.
According to Erigor’s sources they had brought plague and destruction to the poor orc villagers that welcomed them with open arms.
He approached the village and saw no less than 5 separate smokes fumes rising from the village. He thought quickly and came up with
a solution. He ran back to his clan and gathered all the water mages he could! They set up a ritual and caused a massive torrent of rain
to fall upon the village! What bravery and intelligence truly!
He ran into the village and gathered all the poor orc villagers he could. But the hill dwarves, oh those monstrous demons! They
slaughtered them in righteous vengeance! How dare they truly to burn the village.
He returned home as a hero and a great banquet was held for him! All hail Erigor the Valiant!

Star Seer
It is said that once per generation a Bask with a gift shall appear. A blessing will be placed upon them so that they may discern the
future through the stars. They must endure near endless rituals and trials in order to maintain and nurture this gift. As a result, the Seer
is often frailer than a normal Bask. This gift is one that should be celebrated though! They can see the color and change within the
stars however their path is not easy. For each time they use their ability, a great calamity will appear. Will this calamity occur during
their lifetime? Will it occur in the future? Perhaps it’s something that has already occurred. None will know the truth. However, one
thing is certain, the futures read by them should be accepted as truth. Their predictions have always come to pass and should you be
blessed with a reading, heed the words of the Star Seer, or be taken as a fool. Even the Wyrd orcs accept the knowledge gifted by the
Seer as the last who denied this knowledge lost his most treasured clam. BE WARNED, THOSE WHO DENY A READING
OFFERED SUFFER MORE THAN THOSE WHO IGNORE IT.
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Tome found on a Skeleton in an old Mineshaft, 1400
They rushed us at night, half our camp was sleeping. Those bastard Goblins herded us up and carted us away. We must have been
traveling hours by now. How long until we get to their poisoned fortress, what manner of evil deeds do they intend us for?
Oh, I pray to Gleaming Hastur to guide us to safety, I pray to Glorious Ozymahd that this book is found by someone, that these notes I
write can prove of some worth in expunging the world of these beasts.
We have begun to enter the caves, it is difficult to write, everything is dark around us, but I hear the noises, chattering, clanking,
terrible noises.
They've brought us to a temple bathed in purple light. I have not seen the likes of this ever before, what magics surrounds this place?
What God is watching us? There are 5 wagons of us, stiffly packed I can hardly write, but I must. We are outside of the steps, there are
hundreds of Goblins here, I have never seen so many before. They're moving the carts into the temple now, a bonfire is lit in the depth
of this place, a black cauldron before it. What dark ritual is this?
There is a statue here, of... a goblin? There is a pointed crown on his head, gold. Hole in chest, a void of blackness swallowing light.
What have we done to deserve this?
It has been 2 days of waiting, starving, thirsting. The goblins toil around us, fortifying the temple, guarding the temple. A priestess in
red, lurches out to us, hunched and mumbling, she begins a ritual at the cauldron.
A cart is unloaded, throats are slit, blood collected. What cruelty.
A smog pours out of the cauldron. It swirls around the chamber, the cages, the statue. Hard to see hard to write.
the horrid visions surround me, pulsing from that cursed cauldron. I see the Orcs, gathering in the deep frozen north, the Tundra of
Torr. They crown a Goblin King, The Black Raider Bolverkr joins the growing cursed host. The Many Faced God laughs out in the
squalls. I see them move down through the canyon, cutting through leeches and gremlins alike. their chanting screams echo in the
deeps, I can hardly tell what is real and what is this horrid ritual. the miasma is thick, sticking to my skin, I see the vision in the mist,
the valley of Prin, the wretched army moves on the city. The Battle is unending across the valley, the merchant armies of Prinreik cling
to life by a thread, until the gleaming dawn of Quinelle marches from the west, Hastur opposes the grey, brutal tide. The fog swirls,
only a few of us remain in our cages. the golden crown upon the statue gleams as the fog enters the void within the statue’s chest. the
stone rumbles, creaks and moans, as if awakening from an ancient slumber. Could they truly bring this beast back from the Black
Beyond? The goblins begin chanting now, they call for their king, leader of the Warghoul Clan, The Durgin Clan, The River Foot
Clan, The Scream Plow Clan. Warlord of the Ish Kraal Clan, The White Bone Clan, The Mourn Crash Clan, The Gleam Rip Clan.
Breaker of Towers, Stealer of Crowns, Ripper of Roots, Troll Widower, Brain Splitter, Black Tongued King. The Priestess commits
the ritual, they are nearly complete. are my notes to be the last warning of this new doom? is my journal the last testament to the world
we were stolen from?
Silence now. the statue weeps a black ooze from every crack. the goblins around us stare affixed, the priestess motionless. a coughing
from the tunnels is the only noise while we await the hatching of their dark prophet. a blessing.
a quake shook our cages loose. Coughing beasts attacked from every direction. they were unlike any other beast I’ve ever seen, what
dark god could’ve allowed those things to be birthed. I write now, with pained breaths. Those hacking creatures ripped into goblin and
man alike. they bit into my belly and shook me about, the irony of being saved by goblins, the very captor that brought me to this
place. for every beast they killed, 10 goblins were torn apart. perhaps the ritual drew them in?
I don't know what happened, I ran, I heard voices, fighting, magic, then silence.
I cannot fathom what outcome I would prefer, those beasts roaming the tunnels, or the Goblin King returning to us. I will rest at this
pass, I can smell sulfur, feel heat of the mountain. My life has been dedicated to my journals, I'm sure when I leave these caves I will
be rewarded. The king must know.
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Journal entry of Maynarr Bolvesson, 1340
It has been generations since the ash sails plowed our shores, even our oldest elders struggle to remember stories told to them. Our
tribes do not write the histories like the southerners. Paint them on walls, braid them in hair, songs that teach us. Not parchment. If the
elders knew I would be scalped for dishonoring tradition. The lessons of the old war, the great war, cannot be lost. The Black Tongue
God came to these islands, bearing sick fruit, a challenge to the greatest of our leaders. His champions bearing steel and obsidian,
necklaces of tongues like trophies. When he spoke the tongues moved, like a chorus of silent screams speaking from the shadows.
This fear is well taught to us. The Deceiver. The Tempter. He promised power, he promised strength. No more working the sea, relying
on the tide. We would drink the fountain of suffering, a water flowing by the heft of our axes.
Their brothers begged them to see sense, see that ruling ruins is no way to live, but the pacts have been made in the hearts of the
strongest among us. Their brothers pleading fell upon uncaring ears. Greed, Hatred, Glory, sung to them like Sea Elves. They desired
the gilded crowns of Quinelle, the harvest of Haywood. No more would they toil under the salt rocks and the gulls. The Tormentor
God turned their hearts to rage, and those who did not agree and pledge their blades, the rage turned on them. The first blood of our
war left to bloat on the shore. The Black Tongue God is elusive, why do brothers kill brothers, mothers drown young. What lurks in
us, in the shadows to make us… Huono.
Those who evaded the dark champions met on the interiors of the islands, some thought of fleeing. In our songs they speak of Hrafki
the Bold, pulling the Sea Elves from their depths to carry his people to safety, or of Grulgni the Seer preparing great sailing vessels, to
escape this war and move on to unknown lands. There are no other songs of Grulgni, or what he found. No wrecks have been
discovered, no bones. But Hrafki, sailed with the Sea Elves against the dark champions, against his brothers. Out peoples have made
their lives on the ebb and flow of the tide. The sea pays us, feeds us, and in the end, she will claim us. She will always give us strong
currents, eager winds. Our betrayer kin turned their back on her, chose the Betrayer God, women do not forget betrayal, their fury is
slow and powerful, as the tempest. Hrafki and the remaining of our tribes sailed with the Sea Elves, their watery beasts, to match the
Black Fleet in battle. The old stories tell of how he constantly harassed and beguiled, seeming to come in with the fog and leave just as
silently. Raiding their ships and their camps with bold cunning. Ruthless, but bloodlust, revenge, can blind you. Hrafki was captured
during his raids, strung up on the Swordfish's masts, flags made from his hide. He did not live to see our survival, but it is said through
his dying curses, the sea heard him, and eased his pain. Storms like none have seen. The winds of magic in their true anger roiled at
Hrafki's death. The western coast is still dangerous to sail, sharp rocks and whirlpools, lighting and razor winds. The sea still mourns.
Our elders must remember this history, so none may ever repeat it. They do not listen to me, they cling to tradition, never changing
despite the winds blowing against them. They have nearly forgotten the chief who first drank deep the lies of the Deceiver God. That
cursed man who drove us to the brink of damnation, but I have studied the old runes. The paintings on the walls. I will ensure that
none fall into the path of Bolverkr the Betrayer. History unknown is doomed to cycle against us.

Battle Logs of Captain Brakkus Menk
We sailed to the southern jungles from Haywood. Stopped in Port at Mirk's Landing, and at Liebenstrieg. The Sail feels longer every
time, but all of our troops were received and eager. There were only small, natural threats on our way from shore to our Basecamp.
This campaign will test the fortitude of my troops, the jungle is our first and greatest enemy. Stinging gnats, creeping vines, vipers,
mud, and sweat. Tomorrow, we begin planning our advances.
-February 25th, 1321
Days of scouting and no signs of our targets. The morale is still high, but my lieutenants have told me of some murmurs. It is to be
expected, pink skins and knife ears, knee capers and geckos. These words found offensive. Hog mouth still accepted. I have risen
above this before. We have found strange ruins here, different than what we are seeking, but possibly worth investigating more.
-March 3rd, 1321
Our first real enemy has shown itself. A tribe of savages ambushed us in the night, minimal loss of life but I can only imagine what
rumors are floating now. They came from the southeast ridge a few hours past midnight, they have strange arcane magics I have not
seen before, but they charge us with reckless abandon, no strategy in their attack. My Grandfather left the tribes, if they were all like
this, I don't blame him. We are going to have to move in to eliminate this tribe, we cannot show weakness by moving our camp. We
will show them brutality.
-March 7th, 1321
We fought for days, constantly tracking this tribe through the jungles. The Black Eye Tribe, they call themselves, always names bathed
in superstition. We finally cornered the last of them in a derelict ziggurat. Their leader, Cross eye screamed to their primitive god as
we cut the last of them down, asking this so called Zog for forgiveness. She should have begged forgiveness from us. We have made
barricades out of the slain, and we will camp here for the night. Despite this detour we will retrieve our prize.
-March 15th, 1321
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Professor Falmuth’s Journal
Researcher Gink Falmuth
Journal entry Feb 13th, 1250
The failed experiment that created the frozen forest is near infamous by now. It is a marked failure of the college that forever stains
our name. But not all is negative. In fact, there is much that has been learned from our time investigating the forest since. The whole
forest around Arclight College is trapped in perpetual winter.
The true reason we are here is the effect it has had on the wildlife. You would think there was nothing left after the incident but that is
so far from the truth. Many of the creatures now thrive! We set up base camp tonight and tomorrow we set off into the cold unknown!
Feb 14th, 1250
The night was not peaceful. Strange sounds filled the night and nightmares overwhelmed us. Yet no enemies showed themselves. No
footprints in the snow. Just the cold. We pressed on anyway. All manners of creatures awaited us. Leopards whose coats turned white
and whose fangs shined as icicles reflecting the sun, new species of birds that we have had the honoring of naming. Plant life that has
mutated and now seems to thrive in this icy hellscape. It is so interesting and implausible. Yet we felt watched, Uncomfortable,
something was wrong. Perhaps tomorrow we would figure it out.
Feb 15th, 1250
The nightmares grow worse. We keep exploring. But something is there. The landmarks we have set do not seem to matter though.
The trees we have marked are.... shifting? This requires more study. This place seems to defy all scientific knowledge we have about
how rituals interact with our natural world.
Feb 16th, 1250
Half our research team are missing. We should leave. The nightmares now make sleep nearly impossible. The mission we are on is far
too important. The research must continue. We must find it.
Feb 17th
The nightmares now consume we while awake. Too terrified to move, sleep does not help. YES, YES IT MUST BE THE TREES. The
eyes on us constantly, I know they see me writing.
Feb
I must escape. Flee. They come for me. I can feel it growing colder. I can feel them surrounding me. I must escape. But how?
Yes...YES, THEY ARE COLD. A torch will surely keep them at bay. I will run and run, and my torch will keep me safe. Eyes are
everywhere, piercing me hoping to devour me. I feel their hunger and their rage. I will make it to the tower. I will escape.
April 1250
The nightmares still haunt me. They never go away. I will never be free. But I am safe.

Note found in Thryskal Prison
Hey, you're my cellmate

Yeh wat ov it
That means we're friends now

No it duvnt
Suffering makes great friendship

No it dunt
Sure it does, want to hear a joke about a ghost?

Absarutly not
THATS THE SPIRIT

Diary Entry from a Student at the Golden Towers of satiara
Dear Diary, June 7th, 1282

Today I finally began my school of water training. My near mastery of earth is without question as I can form diamonds and
have the rocks obey my every whim. Water eludes me as its substance is strange to me. Ebb and flow does not exist in rock and stone.
When I bend rock, it requires force and precision, but water seems to bend at the most delicate touch. I must work on my control.
Professor Etian was right to transfer me from the advanced class. Much as I hate to admit it those guys are much better than me, but it
won’t stop me from trying. Perhaps if I think of it as a piece of parchment that will help. I can’t wait to get out of this stupid university
and into the real world. Perhaps I will become a solider like my father, but if I’m honest I wouldn’t mind discovering lost secrets.
Tomb raiding has always been so fascinating to me.
Goals for tomorrow: Bend water like paper not like stone! Bend water like paper not like stone! Bend water like paper not like stone!
Bend water like paper not like stone! Bend water like paper not like stone!
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Journal of High Ascendant Canaan
Dreamt of things I have never seen in my life before, but oddly knew what was being shown to me. I am led to believe Aiko was the
one to show me this dream. 
I could see an island thick with mist over its mountains, drifting past its veil, a lush untouched forest. Trees had a brilliant bright hue to
them and the plants I got glimpses of were awe striking. I had only ever read about these plants and seen the author's illustration, to
see these powerful plants in what seemed in person is what confirmed I was truly dreaming. At the end of the flashing foliage my
dream state brought me to the steps of a place I know I will never step foot in in my lifetime. Krugheim Manor. The establishment was
in disarray and ruin but to see it at all is the peculiar part, I had heard that it fell into the earth years ago and no one has been able to
uncover it. 
I go to walk in, but my body is guided away and into the forest again, is that you leading me? Glancing into the hazy crags I see a
banner flapping in the wind that caught my eyes. I remember gasping. It appeared to be the war banner of the Crack Tooth Clan. This
clan was a fearsome force not to be reckoned with, I believe I read that they were at their strongest almost 100 years ago.
Before I can look around any further it felt like I was thrown out of the dream and the jolt of falling woke me up. Heart pounding and
then the feeling of fight or flight lingered in my chest. Felt like running away but not aware of what I should be scared of. Goddess
grant me your insight.

Canaan,
Ascendant of Aiko,
March 17th, 1421

Progress Report from The Golden Towers of Satiara Advanced Arcanist
Class dated 1256
A rather embarrassing event occurred for the great Xildan family today. My class was going over arcane selection and control
exercises today which nearly all of my students show great promise in. The assignment was simple. I had molded and dried clay
around a small diamond and they were to recover the diamond without cracking the clay. Nearly all of my students chose to create
healing waters to wet the clay and then extract the diamond with earth magic. One student chose not to. Ms. Xildan chose to create a
diamond of her own. This level of magic is far beyond that of a child. Most of the class noticed her struggles and began laughing. I
allowed it only to go so far as to see her remove herself from the class, in tears mind you. I then gathered up the remaining students
and they began incantation practice. Ms. Xildan did not return for the rest of the day and so I will be writing a letter to her parents
encouraging them to stop filling their daughter with thoughts of grandeur that she clearly will never attain. A family with such great
arcanists should really understand who shows potential and who clearly does not.

Journal of Paladin Grimdall, part 2
I sat at the edge of the ship, wondering what my time on the Island would hold for me. It had been so long since my life was my own.
Ten years as a High Paladin of Hastur hadn’t given much time for introspection, and the freedom to act upon those thoughts. I had
realized my entire responsibility was now to this order, and these explorers that were to claim and pacify this new land in the name of
Quinelle. As a Questing Knight I would be able to finally dedicate my entire efforts to protecting good, honorable people and
destroying whatever evil would threaten them, rooting it out of the holes it would try to hide in. No more would I be slowed by the
constant politics and skullduggery that came with protecting the Priest King from his own nobles and cults of The Many Faced God
that threatened the stability of the kingdom. The only thing that was causing hesitation were those same thoughts of home. The man
who replaced me was not known for his mercy, or his generosity towards the yeoman of Quinelle. He was a cruel man that saw the
destruction of evil more important than the growth and protection of good. As I drifted along my own dark thoughts, I caught sight of
a ship from the corner of my eye. Black as obsidian, larger than The Gallivant, mist draping over it like a cloak. I grabbed a scope to
inspect it close, and to my shock I watched it vanish into the distance, only catching glimpses of its blood red sails. Was this an omen?
The rest of my day an uneasy feeling made me queasy and unable to think of much else. That night I was plagued with dreams of
demons of different likes climbing and ripping into a white tower as I desperately tried to defend it. With their claws dripping with
blood and the screams of so many souls ringing in my ears, I felt swirling emotions, anger, black rage, jealousy, mania. With decades
of discipline and training I had thought these feelings suppressed, yet they were so strong… I did not know what to think of such
tidings, I nervously consulted with Canaan about what these dreams could mean. She is very wise beyond her years, as a High
Ascendant, mayhap she has wisdom I do not?
After hearing my thoughts, she put a calming hand on my shoulder and prayed to Aiko for the warm feeling of home. I thanked her for
her help, but my mind is still set on this dream, was this a warning sent from Hastur? A portent of doom for the home I left behind, or
maybe this new one I was to be the protector of? The worst of it was this aching familiar feeling that this dream had.
Thoughts of Grandmaster Jaxson Grimdall
Questing Knight of the White Flame
Order of the Crane
March 31st, 1421
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Journal of Gyrboild the Boisterous
March 22nd 956
Today was an exciting day for me. The joke that has long since avoided me has finally found purchase on my lips. A human walks into
a bar. Well, if he had been the right height, he would walk under it! I will promptly try this out tomorrow and report back on how it
goes. I think Pauline will love it. I will have to think of more jokes to please her as we have a long journey to get to Callen’s Fence. So
far, we have only run into a few mountain cats and a stray human mineshaft. We corrected the human problem promptly. To watch
Pauline fight is truly a wonder. Beautiful golden beard flowing in the wind in unison with her battle axe. Truly is a wonder.
March 25th 956
The joke went over swimmingly. She really enjoyed it and has had me tell it once a day for nearly a week straight. Her laugh is
infectious, and I can’t get enough of it. Crossing the plains has been a challenge to say the least. Multiple encounters with Savage Orcs
have drained us. I guess this is the time of some festival or something savage like that. Honestly, I cannot wait to feel rock under my
feet once again. Till tomorrow I suppose.
June 12th 956
We made it to Callen’s Fence, and we have found the cold to be both bitter and biting. Laughing has become difficult. The strings on
my lute have broken, but Pauline still has a stout smile on her face at all times. No matter how cold the outside becomes my very soul
warms as I look at her. I think I will try writing a poem to gain her affection.
Mountains are grey, forges are red.
These feelings are not well said
My love for you is hot red hot things are white you idiot
I would ensure any foe you have is dead
Perhaps tomorrow I will have better inspiration.
January 1st 957
Winter in this mountain range is harsh and has slowed our progress significantly but within a week we will be reaching the entrance to
the Golden Halls of Rorek. We will make camp for the night under the black mountain. Pauline has certainly been tested but I have
never seen her with such ferocious determination before. Perhaps it is because of this that my love for her is so strong. I will propose
to her in the Golden Halls for sure.

Disciplinary actions report Alishona Xildan Dated 1260
Today a duel broke out between Alishona Xildan of the remedial arcanist’s class and Deaveon Rashade of the advanced arcanist’s
class. The argument was apparently started to Mr. Rashade referring to Ms. Xildan as a “Mage out” and referring to her spells as
“pebbles cast by weakened wind”. Ms. Xildan claims that this was not the first time and gives that as reason for her offensive
spellcasting. 4 spells in total were cast by Ms. Xildan showing quiet adept level aggression. Mr. Rashade was able to defend himself
and only suffered a minor injury. No bystanders were injured during the short duel. The duel was put to a close by hall monitors
casting silence and binding Ms. Xildan.
The Xildan family will have a week to pay recompense to the Rashade family. Ms. Xildan will not be returning to class for a month.
After her return she will be monitored by 2 professors during passing times from her classes. Further change of schedule is pending
and will be enacted if required. We wish Mr. Rashade a speedy recovery and we are very apologetic as to the event at all.

Fool’s errand, 1372
Approached by a man cloaked in darkness a young group of Sea Elves were given a task. Retrieve a ring from a god’s temple and be
recorded not only as legends but be given a great reward. Without a moment’s pause they accepted the request. Was it the thrill of a
challenge or simply hubris? Perhaps they did not fear the divine fury. Perhaps they thought it was a joke and nothing more. What they
did not know was the malevolence behind the request. To enter a temple of the gods is a normal affair, but one that must still be treated
with great care. For if you insult the god in their temple who knows the divine retribution you may endure. Yet to do something foolish
to a temple of Vykost is pure foolishness.
In the middle of the night, they approached the temple. The priests that guarded the temple seemed to have passed out, half empty
bottles still clenched in their hands. Oh, what luck for these young Elves! They quietly made their way to the room where the artifacts
were stored. However, they didn’t see a single priest in the temple. This was surely a sign that luck was in their side. On the furthest
pedestal a blue glow cut through the darkness of the temple. Their prize was found. They took the ring and escaped outside quickly.
As they exited the temple dark clouds on an otherwise beautiful night appeared overhead. The seas began to look rough and violent.
None of that mattered. They made their way back to where they met the shadow that issued the challenge. You could almost feel a
warped smile through the darkness. It took the ring and gave them their prize. “Your prize is the knowledge that you’ve doomed your
people.” It vanished and left them confused and upset. A great storm brewed, winds with velocity not seen before, lightning crashing
and leaving devastation in its wake. They returned to their village....to be remembered forever
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Speech Notes of Halra Learil, 1202
Immortals should not die. How can justice recompense a loss of life meant to be unending? It has only been 100 years since The Great
War devastated our people, out heritage. So many of The Vehl’s peoples have rebounded from the horrors of that war, while we still
struggle with our nightmares, the isolation.

Ascendant Kuul’s Notes
Qiron Ascended this past week, this marks either a terrifying thing, or a hopeful dawn. Usually marks a time of great health or a great
plague. Thankfully, we have just recovered from a great plague, blessed Qiron rains pure water on us now.
-Ascendant Kuul, 1401

Note found in an abandoned campsite, 1006
We sat here at the foot of these mountains trapped by savage orcs on one side and goblins on the other. Yet Vykost has been watching
as he sent two of these strange dwarves. Their skin pale and their beards seem to be made of ice. The way she tore through the orcs
was more savage than I have seen any man. The stout fat male dwarf came up to us and spoke in very plain monotone demanding we
pay for the services provided else “Pauline” would come for you next. We gave him any gold rings or coin we had and left post haste.
I asked the cold dwarf his name and he only responded with Gyrboild without so much as turning around. Not a smile on either of
their faces and demeanors that matched the frost of the mountains themselves. Scary to say the least.

Report from the Order of the Crooked Fang
May 25th, 1398
3 of our ascendents went to go check on the farmer and his family at the edge of town. They were recovering from some sort of lethal
plague that has killed many in the area. The recovery itself was strange but at almost a fortnight into a full recovery it seemed
remarkable. We were to draw blood and possibly concoct a potion using their blood as a catalyst to cure the other victims of this
plague.
The 3 ascendents arrived at an unworked field and dried blood covering the wheat. Upon looking into the house, it seems that both son
and mother were mauled by a beast. Multiple bite marks tore at their limbs and chest. The son being smaller was without his left arm.
The mother was only identifiable by a Qiron necklace that another of our order confirmed was given to them when they first became
ill.
A blood trail led away from the house and into a nearby forest. Asking around town it seems the farmer had intended to hire a group of
hunters to deal with local wolves. It is in our opinion that the wolf’s bane planted on the perimeter of the land did not deter the animals
but spurred them into a hunting frenzy and they must have entered the domicile and took the body of the farmer with them to feed
their own family. It is a shame to lose a possible solution to this plague, but if it be Qiron’s will, we shall endure.
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An Ancient Maritime Tale, 1372
The caverns rang hollow
The corruption ran deep

The hags all gathered
To bestow gifts to the sea

The shorelines were ravaged
The fish they had vanished

Devastation ran true
And hope was abandoned

A ritual was devised
Children were taken
The spell had begun

Those in the circle were never forgiven
The water turned red

The pact now completed
The storm had subsided

The sea life revisited
Was all truly forgiven?

The caverns rang lifeless
The corruption ran deep

The hags gathered malice
To create curses of the sea
Waves taller than older oak
Monsters of claw and fin
Boats vanish in dense fog

The wind slicing sail and mast
The shorelines were ravaged

The fish took flight for the lakes
Cities encompassed by the waves

Would this madness ever end?
An ascendant prayer answered
A powerful ritual for Vykost
Child wrenched from home
The seas turned innocent red

The bleeding pact now finished
Cities returned from waters embrace

The cavern now free from malice
But was the cost too high
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Diary of Johannus Van Bröker
May 12th, 1398
My crops are withered, and my purse is empty. My son is ill and feels as if he will start a fire in his bed. My wife almost passed not
too long ago. She grew tired with this illness and fell asleep almost a fortnight ago. I do not know how long Qiron can keep me safe
from this. I have prayed to them and met with The Order of the Crooked Fang, but they will no longer come on the premises. They
have assured me the utmost respect when my family and I die. Blasted ascendants would rather bury a man than take a chance to save
lives, and all because they hope to ascend!
I will lay down with my son tonight and hopefully this fever will transfer onto me, and he shall be spared.
May 13th, 1398
My wife awoke today and the heat that ravaged my son seems to be calming. Even looking outside, the crops seem to perk up a bit. I
am taking things slowly with the both of them, but hopefully we have made it through the worst of this. Those ascendants must have
beseeched Qiron to spare me. I suppose if enough voices ask for salvation, it shall be given. I must now focus on gathering the coin to
repay the order for its services.
May 16th, 1398

My family is whole again. My wife and son have made astounding recoveries. The Order of the Crooked Fang came by today and I
was able to give them some fresh bread. They seemed rather confused at our miraculous recoveries but gave credit to Qiron saying
that they must have visited me in the night and cured us.
I was tilling the field and a found this strange upward stick with a loop on top of it with string laced through it. I think during our time
away from the fields the local kids were playing ball and forgot to pack it up. I took it down and I will burn it tomorrow.
May 22nd, 1398

My troubles do not end. I have been hearing wolves encircle my lands. Their irritating howls have been keeping my son up. I will
most likely get some wolf’s bane from the local herbalist and begin planting it at the edge of my land. With any luck that should keep
them at bay until I can come up with the coin to hire a hunter to rid them of my lands.
May 23rd, 1398

The strangest thing happened to me today. I was planting the wolf’s bane near my property line, and I felt like I was being watched.
As I look up not more than 15 feet from me was a massive wolf with matted black and red fur around his lips. Beast looked like it was
fresh from a kill and peered into my very soul with jet black eyes. I didn’t feel any fear as I stood and told it to get away from me and
my family. The creature seemed to take pause and look at me for what seemed like an hour, but in the end the beast nodded and slunk
back into the trees behind it. I watched it go and I swore I saw another 6 wolves turn and leave. Had it understood me? Must have been
full from its previous meal. I feel I have the coin and now that I have seen the beasts, I will go into town tomorrow and hire a hunter.
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Entries to the regional artisan competition of Haywood
Potion Creation for beginners: Basic healing Salve
By Tintus Orealius

The process of creating your basic healing Salve is a relatively straight forward process. The first step is to bring a pot of
water to the boil. While it is boiling finely chop one hunk of common moss into pieces no larger than a fingernail. Then put them into
the boiling water to purify them. Let that boil for 10 minutes then remove it from the fire to cool. Once it begins to cool place the head
of one cosmo flower, but ensure it is green, into the mixture and stir until absorbed completely. At this point the potion should be a
lime green color. Once it reaches room temperature it is done and all set to consume despite the flavor.

Shield forging for beginners
By Grek Strongarm

Forgin’ yer first shield is a rite o passage fer many a blacksmith! Best o’ all it requires only two pieces of material! I bet ya
wondering how to start aren’t ya? Well the firs thing yer gunna need is a basic design for yer shield. I personally prefer to make a
round shield but you can choose another should ye wish. You’d be wrong but that’s fine. Once ya make yer design and make a mold
the first step is to melt down iron in a forge. Get it nice and hot until it become liquid metal! Once it has that bright orange glow pour
it slowly into your mold. Once it starts to harden that’s where the real work comes in! yer gunna wanna take yer trusty hammer and
pound the impurities out of the metal! Ya may hafta put it back into the fire if it cools too much! Once the impurities are removed and
the shield is cool use that bit o leather ya got to add some straps to yer shield! There ya ave it a perfectly solid basic shield!

Ring forging for beginners
By Ying Shimmer

Forging a basic ring is the start for any aspiring jeweler. Many molds can be found throughout the land so find one that suits
your tastes! The biggest problem for most jewelers is figuring out sizing for rings! I’d recommend using your own fingers until you
figure it out! Once the size has been determined for your digits make sure you cut a setting of an appropriate size for your gem! In
most cases aquamarine is both cheap and plentiful! You’ll need a forge for the next bit though! You’ll need to melt a piece of iron into
a liquid metal and fill the mold completely! It will take many hours to harden and solidify to where we want it, so patience is a virtue
here! Once its solidified place your gem gently into the slot and make sure that you engrave your initials into the underside of the ring,
so people know your work!

Mutton chops for beginners
By Rodon Filet

I have a firm belief that anyone can cook. That includes idiot sandwiches that need to read recipes out of books for the
simplest of dishes. So now that you recognize your STUNNING lack of skill allow me the opportunity to get you started. First thing
you’re going to want to do is get your skillet hot and ready. While your skillet is heating up, you’ll want to prepare your meat. I
recommend slicing it into nice and even cutlets. If they aren’t even, they won’t cook evenly, you stupid donut. The first thing you’ll
want to do is take a chicken egg and scramble it in a bowl. You’ll add your blend of potato and bread to that mixture. Next, you’ll
want to evenly coat your chops in that mixture and dip them into some flour. Put them into the pan for 4 minutes each side. ANY
LONGER AND YOULL BURN THEM. I can feel your incompetency and hope you learn to do better next time. They should be
moist, delicious, and juicy.

My first scroll: Magic Bolt
By Henry Callingstead

Back when I first started my research into scholarly pursuits, I could hardly contain my excitement over the creation of my
first scroll! Was it basic? Yes! Did I still feel fulfilled? Like you wouldn’t believe! It also doesn’t even take that much to make! You’ll
only need 2 ingredients as well! The first is you’ll take some platinum which is surprisingly crushable once heated a bit! You’ll take
your inkwell and put some crushed platinum into it! Next, you’ll take some tree bark and refine it until it becomes a piece of paper!
Then you’ll inscribe the proper runes into the paper and wait until it dries completely. Make sure you roll up your scroll and keep it
tucked away into a safe place until its ready to use!
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Letter to Duke Nomoux
Many blessings to you Duke Nomoux,
We have received your request for aid and supplies to Queen Ekta, and the many reminders you have given us about our history.
History lessons outside of academies and monasteries are so rare these days. Of course, we were part of Quinelle, and yes, we have so
much to thank of you. A son should not forget their father. You must understand though, this was a long time ago. Radament led us
here long before this famine, long before the plague, long before the great war. We have developed, as all good children should, away
from the shadows of their fathers. We built cities of our own, conquered the mysteries of magic, Roya taught us the power of dreams,
we once rivaled the might of your golden towers. Of course, none of us shine so brightly anymore.
Haywood and Xian Zhe have already sent us diplomatic envoys Duke Nomoux, offering much more than Priest King Heinrich has for
our aid. We have stayed ahead of this famine because Roya wills it, the winds of magic make our farms thrive, keeps our mills
churning, makes our workers strong. We are in a blessed position to aid others as Priest King Duncan did in the great war. We shall
send you the food you seek but know this is an act of charity Duke Nomoux, your political posturing cannot force anything on the
Mejieri. I am sure we shall be in touch.
Sincerely,
Lady Aruna, Left Hand of Queen Ekta 2, 19, 1420

Record of Spawnling Michli, 1415
I have been sent to see the world by Emperor Chix'tin to broaden my horizons. Our people are ancient, there is a high expectation,
heavy burden. I have been sent with two others, Spawnling Kuthwaan and our Adrongo guardian, Wumka. We crossed ocean and
island to make it to mountain, strange elf met us there, wrapped in furs and spots. We seek to follow rivers back home, cold makes it
hard for us to move, fur elf grants us aid. I shall document more once near water.

Journal of ArchArcanist Clara
Feb 10th, 1157
Some Wyrd Orcs made their way to my camp. I do not know what they want or why they are here. However, they made their way to
the area I have my rituals set up and have started changing symbols and adding seemingly random components. I try to stop them, but
they seem to know what they are doing. My interactions with them have been...productive. Perhaps I will let them stick around.
Feb 17th, 1157
Despite appearances and....odd tendencies, the Wyrd Orcs offer valuable insight into the arcane. They have mastered using a plethora
of arcane components I have never considered. I mean who heard of using peppermint in a fire ritual? All manner of esoteric means
were used for this ritual, but with such confidence, such precision, cardinal feathers, and the symbol in the sand, I would have never
suspected. I thought it absurd, Well I guess I was wrong.
Feb 26th, 1157
Something seems to be amiss. The Wyrd Orcs are acting strange even for them. They did the ritual and are seemingly sluggish, and
exhausted. I do not know what they did but it doesn’t seem like the intended result I was looking for, I do not feel the grand power of
the wind of fire rushing through us. The threads of power seemed to go much further than expected as well. They must have made the
ritual much more powerful with their unique performances.
March 5th, 1157
We were attacked. A band of savage orcs came at us last week. The Wyrd Orcs helped and were breathtaking. They let loose amazing
fire spells and seemingly stopped the savage orcs in their tracks. We thought we were safe once they retreated, the ritual clearly
worked. We were wrong. They came back during the night, and we fought as hard as we could, but they slaughtered all they Wyrd
Ones. Then they left without a single word.
March 17th, 1157
My body feels hot. I have developed a fever. There is a sickness in the camp. Several have died. I fear I am next.
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Excerpt From a Taste of Rock and Stone, By Thaddeus Drayne, 1402
I have truly been blessed by Alara this day. A Mountain Dwarf named Birger was able to secure me a night stay in his encampment
before we head towards the Deeps. I do not think I tricked him, but he was of the mind that if Moon Elves really did attack the
outpost, he will send me forward to speak with them first! I also got a rare glimpse into what Mountain Dwarf politics looks like and it
is very strange. It resembles that of Sun Elf political structure in the way that there is no central governing body. The Sun Elves have
the council of mages while it seems the Mountain Dwarves have a council of craftsmen. When they spoke, they had titles of master
blacksmith and chief architect. I can only assume these are esteemed positions earned through hard work as most of the dwarves
appeared to be much older. They also seem to employ a rather primitive speech stick or rather more accurate talking axe that they will
throw at one another when someone is done speaking. The throw at times during the conversation grew to be rather hard and judging
by some of the markings in the head rest of the stone chairs. I would say in especially heated debates the tossing of the axe had gotten
violent. They also had a very interesting way of settling a disagreement. In the Sun Elf court of mages, they settle disagreements with
what they call a vote. Basically, the mages present will take sides and who’s ever side has the most support will win. When a
disagreement grips the council of craftsmen however the two sides engage in a very strange, interlocked pose with a full mug of ale in
one hand and their opponent’s hand in the other. I guess it’s a contest of will and strength as the objective is to put your opponent’s
hand down onto the other side of the table. Those who disagree with you however can attempt to sabotage you by filling your mug
with ale. It seems like a true victory is when there is no ale in your mug and your opponent’s hand is on the table in submission. It
almost seems a barbaric tradition, but I do find it quite fascinating. Luckily, Birger is a very strong lad and was able to withstand 9
mugs of ale and still put his opposition into the table else I wouldn’t have been able to stay here. I will have to ask Birger more
questions once we set out tomorrow, but I just wanted to ensure that I wrote this much down first.
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The cultural loss of the great war, 1420
Written by Simon Vybornova
Recorded history is a delicate thing, something that many men and women devoted their lives to. The oral traditions of Elves and the
alleged throat song of the Bask are something that we've seen be cut short, with the loss of life creating literal holes in our past. Now
many scholars have written and studied the effects of the generational loss that afflicted the Elves in the height if the great war, no
more old elves they say, so we will not focus on that terribly. Instead we shall focus on the magical assault of Mejikhan, and the
burning of the great hearth home of Durham, two targeted attacks that I believe, were made so we would forget our past and the power
that came with it.
At the time of the great war it was noted that Mejikhan was already in a state of decline, Roya's gaze had shifted to other parts of the
world, and their crystal spires meant to amplify the winds of magic, had begun to tangle them, causing frequent elemental incidents.
King Parudis was admittedly doing his best to solve these issues, numerous records exist of task forces specifically trained to defeat
elemental threats. When the dark tide of the Many Faced God came through the grasslands the Mejieri people were woefully
unprepared for the brutality of the northern raiders and the greyskins combined efforts. As they took down the assorted farm towns
and hamlets, it is ironic that the same elementals that burned houses and drowned livestock, also fought against the invaders in their
random violence, granting many innocents the time to flee.
After much bloodshed, a ritual was performed on the outskirts of Mejikhan by the dark host, its purpose is still debated upon to this
day, but its result is painfully clear. The very winds of magic were being pulled and torn at above the proud city, black iridescent
wounds could be seen even by the untrained eye, reports indicated that the crystals hummed and shook under the strain, towers
swayed, and portals began to open within the many districts and streets of Mejikhan. If it were not for the good fortune that King
Parudis began preparing for magical assaults, the garrison would have likely fallen. It is bittersweet that their defense efforts still could
not save the city from reckless destruction. The portals granted the Many faced God’s forces a way to slip behind the walls and
barriers that have stood strong for hundreds of years, unleashing greyskins, Raiders, and unknown horrors onto the populace. Where
the portals connected to remains a subject of debate, whether the Deceiver god’s realm, or somewhere we have yet to discover, it is
almost a blessing we will never know. The city's defense was pushed to the brink, losing ground and their evacuation efforts strained,
until the crystal gardens and spires that made Mejikhan famous, shattered under the strain of the magic surrounding them. Destruction
unseen before enveloped the city, but the confusion allowed the defenders an advantage on their counterattack. Many lives were lost,
and the beauty of Mejikhan tarnished, ultimately the leader of the Cruel God’s forces, one known as Mongrel Gronbeck, was pushed
back into the portals, no records of Gronbeck have been found since that battle. King Parudis focused his remaining years attempting
to rebuild this city, and heal the wounds that the Mejieri suffered, not venturing past their borders during the great war. An immense
amount of magical knowledge was lost during the battle, their mastery over the winds of magic and the powers of their crystals are
still trying to be rediscovered to this day. What progress has been made has been an envy of the other arcane academies.
Durham does not have the good ending Mejikhan had, the hearth home was almost wiped out completely, with only stray bricks and
ancient maps showing us where the great hold was. Before the great war Durham was said to be a library, a school, a fortress, a home,
a place of learning and culture that spread the teachings of gods and crafting, politics and farming, a near endless amount of
knowledge was harbored here. It was likely one of the few remaining places that was built by Aiko and Callen. The hold was very
close to the northern mountains of Callen's Fence, and tragically that was its downfall. When the black raiders and greyskins came
marching down from the mountains, the burning of Durham marked the first major loss of the great war.
We have many records of the siege of Mejikhan because there were survivors, differing opinions and conflicting reports, but the
knowledge of Durham was lost forever to us, not one record of a survivor has been found. A library larger than most homes in
Quinelle burnt to ash, a hearth that had been maintained since the first Dwarves crushed to dust. Stone Elf scouts were the first to start
reporting Durham had been scorched from the land, informing Nomads and far out Quinellite farmers, who then spread the
information south. It is likely that this terrible loss inspired others to rise against the Many Faced God's growing war, however judging
from what was happening in Quinelle at the time it would still take some years for reasonable action to be taken. I believe that the loss
of these two intellectual pillars of Vehldathin, combined with the generational loss of the Elves, caused the dark age that we are now
only seeing our way out of. The plague of 1390 and the famine of 1410 already push our new dawn further and further out of grasp,
and at the writing of this book there have been reports of a great voyage to be taken to a new undiscovered land. There are also reports
of an archeological dig to find the foundation of Durham and whatever artifacts may still remain under the sediment. Finally, for
posterity, there has been a new push to travel to the deeps of the world and map out the many cave systems that run through
Vehldathin. It is necessary to record history in all of its mundanity, so our children learn from our mistakes, so we never lose another
Durham, or suffer as Mejikhan did. I implore you dear reader to continue learning, writing, reading, so that what you discover can help
our future grow stronger.
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Notepad found on a rock, 1383
I’ve been travelling with my group for quite some time, Zhao from Xian Zhe, he doesn’t talk about home much, says no point in
dwelling on a past you can’t return to. Kaggle, from under the mountains, calls himself the Prince of Dragons, he looks kinda small to
me though. And then there’s Jon, the biggest and strongest orc I’ve ever seen! They all call him Jon the mighty, and he’s the leader of
the group, he keeps us safe even when other orcs make fun of him for not having tusks. He’s got a great mask that’s red and gold and
sparkly. My name is Harleton, but everybody calls me Harry! I’ve only been travelling for only a few years, but I joined my group
because they said my ears would help them, and because I sneak around real good! Jon said we gotta go take down a camp of people
to get paid to get food and to get new clothes. I’m gunna sneak in and make a distraction but I found this notepad and I wanted to
leave a note! That’s what notepads are for. I hear shouting, okay goodbye notepad! I’ll leave you here, you can come with later!

Ruminations of the Winds of Magic, 1399
by Jole Henry, Archarcanist

It is said long ago one could see the winds of magic. Bright, colorful, swirling in patterns that would take your breath away. But
time has a way of advancing and with it changes to both the world and the people. Some of the winds simply faded into the
background as their use was forgotten. Some helped to shape the very Vehl we all know today. Some deemed too dangerous locked
away by Roya as the fated may doom themselves with its knowledge. Yet those that remain today still create a beautiful symphony to
those that still have the power to see it.
What were to happen should those forgotten Magics come back? What would happen if the fated found a way to unlock Magics
locked away by Roya? Would there be a time where Roya may give those magics to those in need of power? Could we by simple
coincidence find a way to create new Magic? Add to the symphony that dances around us and through us? I aim to unlock the very
secrets of the winds. Though perhaps it may be a dangerous or even fruitless endeavor.

Advert for Krugheim Manor, 810

Naturally, there are the popular schools of magic, the tetrad, the commonly taught fundamentals in school magic. What some
researchers have called the naturally four splits to the winds of magic, Fire, Water, Air, and Earth. I find this a bit presumptuous,
thinking that magic at its heart boils down to four flavors the most common arcanist can wrap their minds around, what of the school
of shadow? What of the school of crystal? Don’t get me started on whatever those fools at Arclight are doing with their “school of
portals”! I swear for every college of arcane study, you’d think some intelligence would sprout from them. Now I’m not here to
discuss what merits a school of magic, or what fools would go out to try to learn them all, I want to discuss the phenomena that has
been dubbed the “school of chaos”. As if it were such a thing! I have worked with these arcanists, their magic is no school, it is not
taught in a book, this magic as I’ve witnessed it has been reactionary, instinctual, like a beast defending itself. The most powerful of
these “Chaos” mages have gained some control over these powers, able to use them at will. It seems like they control their own
creation, their own divine spark! I’ve heard rumor that some are able to control other’s creation as well, restoring them, or removing
them. Can you imagine? With water magic we’ve been able to heal dozens, cure entire villages, and now perhaps with this “chaos”
magic we’ll be able to stop death from sweeping through the land! Gods be damned, we can become our own masters. Now this, this
is why I founded my own school, my own college of the arcane, to get to these answers, more than just the tetrad! For the small
enrollment fee of 150 gold crowns, you’re young one can join our new Academy, 300 gold crowns for any over 10! Attached is the
contract explaining tuition, and enrollment. We hope to see you soon.
Sincerely, Magnus Krugheim
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Mycroft’s Journal

It’s been months here, waiting for the next ships to arrive. Never on a set schedule, always random. Some arrive in weeks, some arrive
in months, currents must be hard to keep track of. Perhaps they’re only used to sailing round the horn and through the Wikhutton.
Whatever it means, it means we were left here alone. Albahr has been here with me, organizing some of the others, exploring the
outskirts of the island, where they’re hoping to set up this “New Quinelle”. Finally, a chance to go out and start a new life, and they
just dredge up the past. No one wants to start over. No one wants to let go of what was, to embrace what could be. I have gone into the
interior of the island, the forest is thick, teeming with life. Is this what Canatha looked like before we ruined her with castles and
farms? There are some game trails that allow for quick movement through the Island, although out here, in the thick of the trees the air
is rife with energy, like you’re being watched all around by the very winds of magic themselves. The coast has been much calmer.
Some days I can hear drums, chanting, voices. I do not know if someone is out there, or if my mind just brings about old memories to
fill the silence, the old crusades against the greyskins. Seems like a lifetime ago, guess it was. 2/7/1420

I’ve found a network of caves, some small enough for a rat, other large enough for boats to sail through, they all carry a pungent smell
I am unfamiliar with. I’ve spent months in caves before, always sulfur and smoke and slime. This is almost, pleasant, like a home long
abandoned. I’m going to try to see if they’re connected. 6/5/1421

I was underground for days, skulking about down there. Wasn’t alone either, something was following me. Must have been a Moon
Elf, too quiet to be anything else. I ended up back by the shore at the end of it. Do all caves lead to the shore? Albahr found me on my
return to base camp, brief talks, reloaded on supplies, said he saw a ship on the horizon, red sails, it’s going to end up landing miles
down the coast. Expedition must be here. Fun while it lasted, I’m going to make my way there so I can give my report early and be
done with this debt. 9/1/1421

Speech given by Headmistress Alishona Xildan, 1329

“Time is a funny thing to us. We are timeless and eternal. Years ago, the dark one took from us some of the greatest minds of our
mageocracy. There are spells lost to time and research forgotten by even parchment. Yet I vow to begin the process of renewal of
schools lost. I shall mold the minds of the young to be better than any of us. They are the future! They are our future! I will take any
and all who demonstrate skill in the arcane arts and nurture their abilities through hard work and training. No longer will the classes be
filled by only the privileged elite as I am living proof that if you work hard, you can overcome the boundaries others put on you. It is
on this day that I accept the first in a long line of humans who show great potential in the arcane. So come one come all as I will train
you and show you the glory that is the arcane. The Golden Towers of Satiara shall become the birthplace of generations of new
arcanists, of all backgrounds, of all races, we will restore Vehldathin to its former glory!

Sapphire Armada, 1399

There are few in the sea that do not fear the tales of Vykost’s ships. Yet there are fewer still that have not heard of the Sapphire
Armada. The Sea Elves are known as great seafarers and have always been one with Vykost and the waves. Vykost visited some of
the best captains on the island of Isodmeir and bayed them to gather their crew and set sail for a raid was to be had. As eager
worshippers of the God they followed without question. They gathered their crew and set off within the hour. These 4 ships never
returned to dry land. They still sail being guided by visions and whims of their now captor Charybdis. Since their long departure it is
known that they have become feral, and their ships have begun to take on the sapphire shimmer of the very waves they float endlessly
upon. Should the 4 ships of the Sapphire Armada come upon you your only option is to throw a large beast overboard and get away as
fast as you can. It is for this reason that many ships who sail the open seas will bring a few large pigs or a small cow on a spare
rowboat.

By the ten, what has this book revealed to us? I am going to be famous! King Heinrich is
going to make me a count for sure, no more sailing for me! Get a look at this lads
, we’re going to be scholars of the New World! - CaptainRedBeard
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A note found by the shore

A dream.

A fickle thing, written in our minds, like spiders weaving fine silks in patterns.

Blown away by winds of change.

Where does wind come from. What movement cascades endless changes, roiling toiling boiling at the edge of
our understanding.

Bubbling up to the surface, gurgling all that we knew. Bottomless ocean. Boundless colors. Is it the winds
howling our secrets through the leaves.

What did our forefathers hide from us. What do our gods wish secrets kept. What will shall leave us well.

We think therefore we are but what thinks of us. Does it think of us. Does it think of us. Does it think.

They think me mad think us mad. We. Me and you. All of you. We are the same. Mad.

I haven't met you yet. Will I get to. I hope you will meet me.

We came from gods. Will we all ascend. What will we look like when we do. Is it colorful where we go. Is it
black eyes and teeth where we go.

Eyes and teeth rest underneath.

Do you feel watched yet. Do you find this new home strange yet. Who built it for the children.

A land made of candy. Candy house candy dreams take your fill.

Don't drown in the colors. Don't drown in the rot.

Now that we've seen everything what is there to be left with. What magnificent colors. Cold and wet. That's
where it lives. It came from beyond.

Who cares for the lives of the ants we tread upon. Billions of them underneath our waking world.

Look up to the sky. Demons come down. Faithful go up.

Do they think of us.

Is it time to go already. I hope I don't wake up. The dream is more appealing than the truth.

Nightmares in the dream. Rot in the colors. They'll whistle in your ear.

You have no idea what this will mean.

187590.

Nothing in The Vehl is by chance. Something appears to be chance only because of our lack of knowledge.

We fated. Searching to ascend. What will we become.

Everyone will seek me. In time. I hope you find me. I hope you know what it means. It is time to go. I'm
returning home. I'm returning home. It burns.
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Lessons on Theology and Worship, by Joseph Grint, 1196
The gods of Vehldathin are a collective, guiding the populace of the Vehl, and mostly, since the great war, working on rebuilding.
Ascendants are commonly devout to one God fiercely, being their representative in their towns and temples, however the common
follower is much more flexible in their faiths. Finding those who follow several gods is as common as finding a fur back toad in the
grasslands of Prinreik. Thank Myar for a pleasant song from a tavern, thank Aiko for the kindness of others on the road, thank Vykost
for not getting lost on the road, thank Qiron for not catching a cold! Us common folk are always giving praise for the blessings we
receive from the gods, so it is only fair that we should communally return the favor. It’s often found that prayer and offerings are given
to a temple, or to ascendants directly, as they are the direct connection to their gods if there are no places to gather. Common followers
give thanks and gifts to the temple, and the Ascendants maintain, in order to make their lives easier and continue to gain favor from
the various gods that watch over them. Of course, not all gods are always represented equally, which tends to draw some jealousy,
however in all the years of worship in the Vehl, consequences have only been found if more than three gods are praised in one space.
Perhaps it is due to the relationship between Myar, Aiko, and Callen, that makes the gods only begin to feel jealousy when a fourth is
introduced. The exception to this rule is when all of the gods are worshiped equally, in one space, save for the obvious exclusion. A
temple dedicated to 3 gods, or 9 gods, appears to be the acceptable worship, while anything in-between is taboo, and could bring about
some calamity. Some Ascendants will create cult like followings in particularly remote areas, this has commonly been seen amongst
Qiron worshippers, and Vykost worshippers, in wildly differing fashions. Now Ascendants find best results when only one god is
worshiped by them, some have chosen two gods but, but tend to feel ignored by both, or worse punished by both! The gods very
commonly like to assist one another, but don't like to combine their powers. Good fences make good neighbors even for the divine
apparently. Ascendants are commonly gifted their connection by their gods, but some can prove devotion to gain a connection, or
study academically to gain their connection. All methods are valid, as long as the intent to serve their God is pure. Some view
Ascendants as a group in a competition, this tends to be a very self-serving view, and possibly the result of the creation of Demon
Lords. All Ascendants of the same church should work together to further the goals of their God first, serving the faith is its own
reward. For example, those Ascendants that worship Myar should work together to bring music to their dwellings, create works of art
for their neighbors, create a balance between living in a shelter and respecting the trees needed to build one, before seeking the power
to use their God's power to their own ends. Shrines to your God should start humble, something small and but properly representing
your God and your relationship with them. Of course, as and Ascendant every time you visit a shrine you should seek to improve it,
even if it is just cleaning the area or adding a small piece to it. Over time, grand shrines form through the small, concerted efforts of a
church, making their connection to the gods all the more powerful. As we have discussed worship and faith, this holds true for 8 of the
gods, which the exceptions being Hastur and The Many Faced God. Hastur is a God of absolutes, he is very protective of his power
and demands that it be used correctly. It is common to see Hastur Ascendants policing themselves to keep the standard of worship
high, while encouraging, in mostly gentle ways, common followers to act accordingly. Duels between Hastur Ascendants over matters
of faith are not unheard of, these happen most often in calm, civilized areas, where they feel there are no grand quests to embark on.
This is known as the Quest of Judgement, and these knights of Hastur can be some of the most stubborn to deal with. Fear not dear
reader, for Hastur is a God of light, of good omens, of peace, above all else. Hastur seeks to do good, in the best way possible, and his
followers follow suit, even if at times they are misguided. If an Ascendant of Hastur shows cruelty to you, finding others of their faith
will likely result in a duel to set the oppressor on the correct path again, learning is a lifelong goal after all. The Many Faced God is
nearly opposite of Hastur, representing the Many Faces of Evil, looking like something you may know and find comfort in, or
something you fear. The stranger, the lover, the friend, the family, the oppressor, the killer, the criminal, each of them holds the
potential to be the face of evil. The Many Faced God favors conniving and scheming, trickery and plots, true destruction of trust and
camaraderie. Any inkling of this God's presence in your lands should be reported to everyone immediately, as to be snuffed out
efficiently. This Malevolent god is shrouded in mystery, as his servants do not record their history and practices for others, they keep
their secrets in their places of worship, most notable of which would be the Pyramid of Fangs, where the Nightcrawlers commit their
religious practices. It is said that the Order of the Black Sun originated in the place, but this is just rumor. The Chaotic Killer God is
known by many different epitaphs due to the nature of their actual name, which once said tends to draw their attention and cause them
to play cruel tricks on those who would dare speak it. No other God shares this practice strangely. Almost every temple forbids a
shrine to The God of Evil Ilk, as creating one would encourage their followers to arrive and wreak their havoc. While before the great
war they were considered nuisances, we have learned greatly from that time what horrors can come from allowing them to take root.
Some common folks find themselves drawn to The Selfish God of Hate because they are angry at their circumstances, perhaps
frustrated that their crops failed, or that others exclude them from activities, or they feel they deserve more than they are given. Once
they begin down that path it is dangerous to continue, or to get off of it. The Many Faced God delights in bestowing powers on others
simply to see them bumble into an ironic demise in a quest for revenge. My advice to you, is learn from history, and seek absolution,
friendship, peace, before it is too late. Lastly, to touch on how to address the gods, due to the nature of Ascendancy, referring to the
gods as he or she, can be a derivative. Since we do not know what happens after one ascends to the mantle of their God, it would not
always make sense to change how we refer to them. The simplest answer here is to refer to the Gods by name, by title, or with They,
or Them. The High Ascendants to a God may know more about this, as they are closest to their God, but they tend to be very busy, and
if one should grace you with their presence, you should heed their word above all others. This concludes today's lesson, I hope you
find it informative and helpful in your prayers, please find me after your studies if you wish to ask any questions.
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Excerpt from a Juvenile Arcanist class, taught at the golden towers,
1316
Now class, as you begin to practice harnessing magic for the first time, it is important to know where you harvest it from. The Winds
of Magic have blown across Vehldathin since there was life shuffling about on it. All forms of life are keen to the Winds in some form
or another, some insects can be studied mating only when the winds of magic flow rapidly through an area, and some great falcons
float on the very Winds of Magic, with their wing feathers gripping onto the latent magical energies. Humans, Elves, Dwarves, we all
share a connection to the Winds of Magic, even the Orcs to some degree, despite how strange it may appear. We can feel them
flowing, rustling in the trees, blowing through our hair, almost synonymous to the mundane wind that blows through. In fact, it takes a
wise expert to discern the two apart! Storms can form from the winds of magic, as can various miasma, the former representing a
surge of power through the Winds of Magic, expanding the powers of those that harness them but be warned, an unskilled hand can
cause magical feedback to lash back at them. It is not unheard of that poor headstrong arcanists find their way into the black beyond
this way. The Latter is something more dampening, the Winds of Magic laying stagnant for too long, losing their potential. This is
very dangerous, as even a skilled hand cannot pull something from nothing. Now, there have been questions about how, if the Winds
of Magic flow all together, do we manage to create different schools of magic? How do we create such various pictures from the same
pen? How do we perceive such colors will only but our eye? Studying your school of magic is the same as an artist studying their
craft, a sculptor refining stone into a masterpiece. The most common Schools are the Tetrad, Fire, Water, Earth, and Air, these are
fundamentally taught because they are viewed as the simplest refinements of the Winds of Magic, physical manifestations of the
school can be felt and conceptualized, it is not abstract but here around us we can find aspects of the tetrad. The possibility of Schools
you can study, or even create if you are ambitious enough, is nearly limitless. Keep in mind it takes a keen mind to be able to perfect
more than one School, or even to perfect a School of more abstract thought outside of the tetrad. Now, we refer to them as Schools of
Magic as the same way we discuss schools of thought, while there may be some slight variations in the practice, they all seek the same
perfection in the end result. Patterns in the Winds of Magics flow have yet to be found, they tend to be erratic and discordant. Why this
is can only be assumed, a leading hypothesis is that it has to do with how it is used, with more usage creating low areas of Magic,
allowing stronger Winds to blow in, thus creating the potential for storms or miasma. With so much of the world using magic, it'd be
hard to predict where it would flow next. It would be a shame to discuss the Winds of Magic without mentioning Roya, the pinnacle in
the Ritualists Pyramid, the one who rules over the Som-Regnium. The relationship between out subconscious minds, the
Som-Regnium, and the Winds of Magic are mysterious but very obviously intertwined. Perhaps it is through our subconscious that we
can harness the winds of magic, reaching out with our minds, only using our bodies as place holders, but regardless, it should be
common, that in your rituals and studies you keep close to heart Roya as the key to unlocking your potential. Now in your studies and
practices, it may be easy to get caught up in thoughts of grandeur, but as long as you have your core fundamentals memorized, your
stances and your incantations memorized, you should be just fine. Diligence is key to arcane mastery, some have become a tad
eccentric by moving too quickly on their studies. When you take your performance trials, remember my advice, and you will become
true Arcanists in no time!

A Guide to Mystic Swimming, By Mortuary Priest Gafner, 1072

Dear reader, it is my great pleasure to attempt to enlighten you upon the process of which you may have been struggling with for many
years. To discover one's mystic abilities is a furtive process, but do not fear as dreamers always know how to find dreamers. You may
find that visions are thrust upon you in your most private & public of moments, a world pulled over your eyes to see, or perhaps just
words, a tune of a song trapped within you through fits of senselessness. Do not fear, this is nothing out of the ordinary, you are
channeling your gift as the humble Ascendant channels theirs, however the source of such visions remains a mystery to us, despite
great efforts otherwise. Some races are more prone to become mystics, Sun Elves & The Bask most notably, but this gift can be
developed in any of the Fated across the Vehl. With practice and focus these visions can be honed into certain things, areas, even
times, although some creative liberties may worm their way into the apple. Be warned that despite the best efforts, fate does have a
way of twisting words to try to tell you what it wants you to hear, not what you want it to tell you. Peaceful environments along with
imbued incense can help bring clarity to your meditations, repetition can help commit it to memory as well, which is helpful in
avoiding forgetful seizures where you are left only speaking the words to those who may bear witness to your gifts. At times you may
notice these visions coming to you in dreams, and unlike the Ascendant’s practice of Lucid Dreaming, allowing yourself to flow down
the rivers of the Dreamlands can lead to a closer connection to the lessons fate is trying to teach you. Of course, as you continue
practicing, never forget the practiced words, “The psychotic drowns in the same waters in which the mystic swims with delight.” Do
not be afraid to swim dear reader, your gift can lead you to brighter futures.
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Pamphlet handed out by a shouting man in 1422

THE WORLD IS RULED BY A SECRET CABAL OF ELVES THE GREAT WAR NEVER KILLED THEM THEY FILL YOUR
HEAD WITH LIES THEY SNUCK DEEP IN THEIR PYRAMIDS AND HID CONTROLLING THE WORLD TURNING US ON
EACH OTHER CAUSING WARS SO WE DON'T’ SEE THEIR SCHEMES DON’T YOU SEE THEY FUND THE ARCANIST
ACADEMIES THAT ARE GUNNA BREAK THE WORLD LOOK AT WHAT HAPPENED AT ARCLIGHT THEY CHANGED
THE NATURAL ORDER NOW AFTER 200 YEARS IT’S STILL COLD THAT ICE WON'T EVER MELT UNDER THIS FAKE
SUN THE ELVES HID THE REAL SUN DOWN UNDERNEATH US WE’VE GOT TO HELP IT OUT IT’S FLOWING UP OUT
AS MAGMA AND ONLY BY EXPOSING THEIR LIES WILL WE SEE THE TRUTH DON'T EVER TRUST AN ELF

Guard Neem’s Report, July 3rd, 1401

The Cult of Thagos has b�n encroaching closer to �e market square lately. They’ve b�n setting up �eir boxes, spouting �eir ravings wearing �eir
numbers and triangle nonsense, every day disturbing �e general peace. They used to be shuffled away pretty easily but now it takes several guards to
drag �em away.

We chased some away today and �ey ran back to some building we �ought was just used f� grain st�age, �e do� was covered in numbers and
strange sigils, a� kinds of nonsense, we sent a request to �e Burgomaster’s Arcanist guild but �at may take some time. Guard Sop and Guard Welcyr
were assigned to k�p watch on �at do� until we get fur�er supp�t.

We’ve gotten several rep�ts saying �e Cultists were te�ing p�tents of doom coming, �at �eir f�mulas would be �e only salvation in �is new age of
discovery. Almost every rep�t mentions a warning of �eir guardian, who would petrify, poison, and trample any who would dare stand in �eir way,
some�ing ca�ed a ‘G�gon’. Whatever �at could be.

If �is is demon ilk, we’� n�d to contact a stronger f�ce to purge �em from town, I wi� k�p you inf�med as we discover m�e Inquisit�, may Alara
k�p your stars aligned.

Scraps of paper written by Alchemist Sienn Eld

…I ’m sure you’ve heard already what the formula is, to transmogrify one form to another, a simple Pewter to
Silver… …Now of course more exciting formulas can create some excitable powders, creating smoke or a sudden
explosion that will be the envy of every Arc… …ouldn’t be too sure how well it would be in changing someone’s
mind into any other than pu… …d Luck getting a military detachment to allow us to demonstrate our abilities,
but if what you said is true then perhaps we do have a future with the We…
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Better Battle Behaviors

-Be Respectful to those that respect you

-Keep all taunting witty and appropriate

-Keep talking down to a minimum unless its relevant to the battle

-Refrain from needlessly shouting

-Hold the line

-Try flanking

-Try surrounding them

-Try creating an effective distraction behind the line

-Watch your step

-Be aware of your surroundings

-Don't go too far from the line

-Don't be a hero

-Don't die

-Don't turn your back to the enemy

-Fight defensively first, if you survive you win

-Always regroup after a fight

-Always be alert and ready to rally

-Use the terrain to your advantage

-Stay hydrated

-Don't leave your allies to die

-Always make sure the enemy is dead

-Always search the enemy for loot

-Always make sure your allies are alive and moving

-Always share the spoils of battle with your allies

-Always listen to your superior's orders

-Never underestimate the enemy

-Never overestimate your allies

-Take notes about the enemy

-Move injured allies to safe areas so others can help them

-Collect spell components to one central area

-Collect lost arrows, armor, shields, and weapons to one central
area

-Keep an eye out for enemies trying to flank your allies

-Potions are always effective, have one around your neck in case
of emergencies

-Move with confidence and purpose, never in rush or pani
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Journal Entry 1 By Esquire Brendan of Oakshire, 1402

This writing will serve as what my private tutor calls an "Academic autobiography in the purpose of teaching writing skills
and for posterity." I'm not so sure what he means by this, but to practice my letters I decided to write about the differences
in my life from yeoman to Esquire in the service to Sir Oakshire.

See I used to be a woodsman on the skirts of the shire. With my husband and two kinder. I was a Brother of the Guild, a
neighborly person and a right good Husband. As father and his mother before him, I cut down the strong and tall oak trees
for use and the selling of my lord. In this ere town of 500 fated, most cut the trees while others farm or pursue other sorted
jobs to pay their lands rent. Back then my heraldry was simple. I wore a patch with Oak tree and Axe sewn into my tunic
by the town's head seamstress. This signified my purpose and what I represented. Nowadays it is much more complex.

Me and Jonah are married bout 10 years back I'd say. His family and mine agreed we'd be a good match when we
brought it up to them. He was the only person I was interested in on the list of candidates my parents named off. Good
kin. Good connections. Wonderful man. It just seemed right to be with him. We made do with what we had, and our
children didn't go without. Then one year a savage orc came to the village with a couple of his tribe. He started talking
about a tribute to them. Twas for paying them back for the losses they had "protecting" this town from the local monsters.
We of course ridiculed him and his mates out of town laughing the whole time. What fools we were.

When the monsters trickled out by ones and twos it just seemed an oddity. We hadn't seen monsters around our parts for
years. So, we just assumed it was a bad year. Then the night came when the Ashora beast came into the village and
started destroying and killing. Its affinity for ash, wood, fire and its hatred for those that steals its trees made it for a
nightmare come true. When it came for my family, I remembered the old stories. I threw water at its roots and in the
smoke and screams I coated the work axe with me blood.

While fighting the beast, smoke and ash making my eyes weary and tear. My bleary vision beheld a knight. Armor
gleaming wearing the green and gold of what I now know as the crane. We fought it together him and I. This Grimdall.
Every time I thought I was to die his shield was betwixt me and the cinder eyes of that foul creature. After wounding it time
and again and when we thought we were on our last moment the creature fled. Reason being ten more green and gold
knights rode in. Getting up on their horses to chase it they asked me to join but I stayed. I had family.

They made me a squire that month. Said I was a hero. Don't feel like any hero. It's still out there. I saw that knight come
back. Not with a trophy. But with tabards and bodies.

Dwarven Fury & Pride, 1192

Longbeards tell tale of long ago, after the mother left us, and we went deep to the mountain holds, a father and his lads, twinling
brothers under a stony roof. Their father raised them strong backed and keen eyed, but couldn’t stop the fledgling rivalry, one red with
rage and fury, the other hard as stone and stern with pride. The lads took to their work in such fashions, honing their skills, when the
Kobolds or the forsaken Goblins came to battle, the brothers worked in eerie tandem to slay their foes, an unstoppable hammer, an
immovable anvil. They grew to some renown and lead their hold’s militia for near twenty five years, but for all their skill they could
not surpass the father. Pride could withstand blow after blow, turning the enemies strikes against them, weathering whatever onslaught
they could muster. Fury could burn hot on an empty oven, growing only stronger as the battle staggered on, an unwavering smashing
of axe and hammer. Father however was a master tactician, knew exactly where to place an anvil, and how to strike where they were
most brittle, a way with words that showed how wrong we were to be abandoned. Yet even in the mountain holds, the curse of years
never falters. Father grew old, weary, unable to carry the weight of his shield, and in the depths of the magma vents, to be weak is to
be a burden. He took the long march down to the depths, as our kin do when time calls, and the twinlings were left to their own rivalry.
Fury lost himself to drink and grief and fell to a goblin trap, despite the several hours of fighting, not even he could withstand their
venom. Pride let his success blind him, thought he was blessed like a Hill Dwarf and took on insurmountable odds against a cabal of
Kobolds. This tale told to remind us proud mountain folk of the power we can harness by the sweat of our brow, and to remind us to
avoid hubris, lest we lose our footing.
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Elven Codices, by Mama Toomey, 1256

There are several surviving Elven Codices, gifted to us by the Arboreal Lords of the Great Wood surrounding Haywood. When the
Sun elves of the city made peace with the Wood Elves the Lords gifted them so that their cultures could come to an understanding. In
those ancient times Wood Elves had no written history, only working in elegant symbols and pictograms, works of art that depict their
history, woven in reeds and branches, painted in pigments on the very bark of their Prentrees. After the Great War these Codices are
our strongest connection to a past, we were robbed of, I write this now in an effort to teach our younger generation the culture that the
Black Tongue God tried in vain to take from them. The Codices depict the Wood Elves of ancient times living deep within the forests,
guarding the great Prentree groves that are deeply in tune with the winds of magic, long keeping roving bands of Greyskins and
ambitious industries of gleaming Quinelle and Prinreik out of these sacred spaces. Lead by the Arboreal Lords, akin to king to the
Wood Elves, it took many attempts from diplomatic emissaries from Sun Elf ruled Haywood, not trusting Elves that were so entwined
with the world of the other races, the Wood Elves viewed themselves superior to their kin who did not reside in the great woods. Even
now that prejudice can still remain, despite a growing number of Wood Elves living amongst the other races and cultures. The Codices
depict the villages and what can only be described as a network of wooden streets woven into the canopy above the forest floor. What
must have been a great feat of patience and engineering, these tree top bridges and buildings spread far from the central Prentree
groves, but it appears that the central most building was saved for the Arboreal Lords, and it seems like powerful spiritual figures. This
must be where the tradition of having Seers who are deeply in tune with the great wood and the lands surrounding them lead clans of
Wood Elves, alongside the clans Blood hunter or Vine Singer, a sort of war leader and village elder. Furthermore, the images depicted
show several traps and work arounds to keep inquiring eyes away from ancient Wood Elf settlements, showing examples of a deep
xenophobia which is not far off from how modern Wood Elves live today, despite how many traditionalists live today in the great
woods, they still openly trade with caravans who peacefully wander through the forests. A comforting thing to see is in each of the
images shown in these ancient Codices, there is a calm, communal love of nature, of song, several depictions of children being raised
in groups amongst the entire tribe, and even a depiction of a clan mending a broken leg of one of their hunters. In a society so isolated,
not being able to move or fend for yourself can be a death sentence, but to see that even in the oldest of times our people still cared for
each other, proves to me that even with our eternal lives, we still remain true to ourselves and our love. These Codices are extremely
rare, a blessing that we did not lose these as well during the Great War.

Letter from Diplomat Hil’thir, 1379

Dearest Raspoln,
It seems my time here in Prinreik may cOme to an abRupt enD. I have bEen making gReat efforts in establishing a trade agreement
with the trade masters here to have sOme semblance of equal Favor for Haywood, these round ears are ofTentimes too greedy, or too
short sigHted. Can wE blame them with their short lives? I miss you deeply, it has been too long since you’ve left your frozen lands to
cool my Bedchambers, you wouLd hAve no love for these villages and Cities, did you Know in some spotS they throw their waste oUt
iNto the streets? I know you can see what I desire from you, but I may be being watched here, so I must be coy. We will meet again, in
this life or the next my love, the sun shall always shine brightly upon us. If this letter reaches you, please ensure that it makes it to my
father back home, he will want to know how my diplomatic efforts have gone, and what I have discovered. Please do remember to
take care of Lolim, they are still so young to the world, and they will need a strong caretaker to guide them. Expect my next letter soon
and be cautious of solemn travelers on the northern trade routes. When you see this, you will know what to do

Sincerely with love,

Hil’thir
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Curses, and how to be rid of them, by Professor Bluth, 1089

Curses are a truly malignant thing, something that is not openly taught at any academy since the CurseWind Ritual
swept across the land in 1023. They’re put together almost like puzzles by an adept arcanist, rarely an ascendant. To
visualize theWinds of Magic in such a way that you can fold them, layer them, and produce an everlasting pain on a
target while not producing an elemental is fascinating if it weren’t for the harm they cause. Many have used curses in
the past as a punishment for grave robbers, guarding over something that may not be able to be watched as closely
as a pocket or pouch. As they grew in popularity they were cast upon such things as doors and pouches, to punish any
who would encroach on somethingmuch better protected with a lock. Yes, it would seem like the root of curses is
spite, not necessarily effectiveness. In some very old military campaigns, as in The Glitter Pass TradeWars, it is
mentioned that great curse rituals were used to enfeeble the combatants. This led to their growing popularity and
the tragic happening of the CurseWind Ritual, where a ritual went horribly awry and cursedmost of a nation! Remain
ever cautious of what curses could remain in an area, they do not fizzle with time, but await to be grasped and leech
off unsuspecting travelers. Now the important steps to removing curses once they have afflicted you. Many
Ascendants can channel their God’s power to allow them to unravel these bundles and return them to theWinds of
Magic, that is your simplest step forward, however there are some reagents that can unravel themwith a potion, or an
oil. To begin you would need…

The State of Consciousness, Jean Archon, 1403

Th� nex� ste� of m� projec� involve� directin� consciousnes� int� m� favorit� li�l� bein��, bu� ho�? I kno� no� of � ritua� tha� doe�
tha�, th� fac� tha� I do�’� kno� speak� volume�, th�s� pe� braine� fool� a� th� colleg� woul� barel� gras� thi� leve� of arcan�
insigh�. Wh� els� woul� kno�? Ther� i� anothe� p�ssibilit�, wha� if I wer� t� tak� i� fro� somewher� els�? Wha� if I coul� pluc�
i� a� a� appl� fro� � tre� an� bur� i� lik� � hea��? Ye�. tha� coul� wor�, thoug� th� questio� remain�, wher� t� loo�?

I� ha� bee� severa� da�� sinc� I’v� sta�te� searchin� fo� th� answe� an� finall�, finall�! I thin� I discovere� th� ke�. Th�
So�-Regniu�. M� bumblin� assistan� wil� mak� � perfec� tes� subjec� fo� thi�. I’v� discovere� � ritua� tha� wil� allo� on� t� ri�
int� th� So�-Regniu�, w� mus� begi� gatherin� th� component� wit� muc� hast�, bu� som� ar� od�, uniqu�, Roya� Jell�? Thi� wil�
requir� som� researc�.

A� las�, I’v� foun� i�! Th� fina� componen� t� sta�� thi� ritua�, th� moo� i� ful�, an� m� hope� ar� hig�. I’v� sa� m� assistan� i� th�
middl� an� no� h� ca� finall� b� of som� us�. Tim� t� wor� wonde�� a� I’v� don� countles� time� befor�. A� m� assistan� fall�
aslee�, I kno� i� wil� succee�, I jus� hav� t� wai�.

Th� foo� finall� wok� u�, i� ha� bee� hou�� sinc� h� fel� aslee�, wok� u� shriekin�. Wea� minde� cowar�, ye� hi� eye� rolle� bac� a�
h� convulse�, an� � voic� croake� ou� of hi� mout�, i� retche� ou� t� m�

‘Yo� whoms� seek� entranc� t� th� So�-Regniu�, yo� kno� no� wha� yo� ope�. Yo� tea� ope� fabri� wit� n� concer� fo� you�
action�, yo� hav� no� bee� wo�th� of th� 7 ste�� of ligh� slumbe� no� th� 70 ste�� of dee� slumbe�. Kno� yo� shal� fin� n� res� fo�
you� trespasse�, no� shal� you� lif� b� spare�.’

Crypti�, ominou�, onl� simpleton� hee� warnin�� suc� a� thi�. I a� fa� to� powerfu� t� b� intimidate� b� word�. Althoug� afte� th�
seizur�, i� appea�� m� assistan� ha� die�. A mino� setbac� a� wo�s�, howeve� I’v� learne� muc�. Perha�� I wil� researc� wha� thi�
voic� sai� an� se� if m� ne� pe� projec� ca� gai� wha� I desir�.
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The Childtaker, 1278

Myt� an� myster� ar� o�e� ki� t� on� another, fanci�� storie� t� hid� � gri� trut�.

�i� tal� describe� th� wicke� fat� of on� s� falle�, a� enviou� ma� scorne� b� mother'� wi�. Bu� no� eve� � mother'� lov� ca� protec� fro�
demo� il� s� fou� tempte�.

I� th� day� a�er th� Grea� War, th� Lor� of Env� r�� t� power an� sprea� hi� force� t� grasp th� fragil� fring� town� barel� covere� b�
Quinell�’� Peasan� Kin�’� shiel�. On� suc� tow�, som� tale� cal� Cloudtop, som� tale� cal� Daisyglen�, man� father� l�� their live� i� th� war,
now take� car� of b� th� mother�.

Whe� greed� hand� an� gluttonou� eye� cam� t� th� tow� i� wa� th� strengt� of mother� wh� defie� the�. �� lov� of � mother wa� � power��
antithesi� t� th� demoni� temptatio�, bu� th� Lor� of Env� i� no� s� easil� defie�, an� wher� strengt� of arm� i� no� alway� th� solutio�, clever
scheme� wer� cra�e� i� th� dar�.

�� rat� swarme� throug� t� th� crack� i� th� wall�, sque�in� int� quie�, privat� place�. �e� bi� th� childre� wak� an� gav� the� gri�
instruction�.

Mak� sur� your parent� ar� asleep, leav� your hous�, d� no� mak� � peep, gather i� th� squar�, mov� quickl� an� bewar�, g� int� th� fores�
i� th� dar� of nigh� whe� th� moo� i� a� it� zenit� heigh�. �n� th� ruine� churc�, blackene� an� burne�, an� releas� wha� rile� withi� yo�
withou� fear of spur�. Shrie�, shrie�, shrie� int� th� nigh�, mee� th� Demon� an� danc� i� deligh�. Joi� th� Lor� of Env� an� tak� wha�'�
your� b� righ�.

A Dreadful Warning, By Guard captain dirns, 1221

Little is known about the faith of the Masked God, their followers guard their secrets viciously and spread misinformation casually.
What is known as fact is what is commonly known in the world, the hand those of that faith have already shown. Speaking their god’s
true name is a clear way to draw their ire, and face divine wrath, they hold evil deeds in their heart above all else, any kindness is
simply part of the plan for a greater evil, if you see one, there are many more in hiding. Evil is like a rat, always swarming and
spreading underneath your feet, waiting to gnaw and bite when you least expect it. Yet, a note found in one of their gatherings that was
purged, leads to a curious thought if true. The knights returned it to the Mask Hunters for inspection and the concept of the note has
led many of the inquisitors to heated debate. From what I could pry out of them it seems like the note gave a warning, from the Many
Faced God himself, describing how to always remember the symbol one wears in the faith is a reminder of the truth of the world.
What truth would they possibly allude to? That all fated wear masks? That there is naught but darkness awaiting us when we pass?
Eyes? Or perhaps it is gibbering lies that they placed to confuse us. I find it easier to simply kill them and trust my faith to guide me
proper. Praise be to Callen.

Cruel Competitions, by Confessor Harlocke, 1238

The Many Faced God has several prominent denominations of their church, despite never having an ascendancy. None of these sects
of the ‘church’ if you could call it that, seem to work together. Arguably they seem to actively work against one another, each seeking
to usurp the other. The three that are most commonly encountered by Mask Hunters of the inquisition are as follows. The Saints of
Sin, this deeply militaristic and ritualistic sect of the church seems to follow three core ‘Saints’. The Saint of Suffering, the Saint of
Slaughter, and the Saint of Spite, some have claimed the title but have only been middling worshippers, they seem to be strategic in
their actions, actively looking to improve their power and standing. The Order of the Black Sun, this enigmatic group is only known in
hushed words, quiet alleys. These expert spies and subterfuges insert themselves within everyday courts and politics, infecting the
minds of others with their dark god’s whim. Finally, we are brought to the Children of Zog, the followers of the Many Faced God’s
High Ascendant, Zog, Father of Serpents. Zog has been the right hand of the Many Faced God for as long as anyone can recall, his
Nightcrawler servants follow his every beck and call, this group is rarely found in Canatha. A fact in which we should all be thankful
for. With these groups constantly working against one another in a show of dominance or sick sport, it keeps them distracted from the
toils of simpler folk.
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Practical uses of magic across Vehldathin, 1396

The academies across Vehldathin have received a great amount of funding from various City States, Kingdoms, and Merchant Groups
due to their ability to innovate and adapt the winds of magic in ways that provide great deals of comfort to those who would inhabit
more populated areas of Canatha and Yarim. Sanitation, Treatment of illness and injury, even transportation, the misconception that
war is the main reason to study magic is mostly harbored in places where practical uses are less than noticeable. While an Earth
Arcanist would be unable to simply shape stone into a desired shape, they are able to prevent the withering of earth from currents of
water, or brutal storm winds. Along with Water Arcanist's ability to keep water flowing without source, has created many grand sewer
systems that allow for more modern cities to have a level of comfort that can only be dreamed of in smaller hamlets. Haywood, along
with skilled arborists, use similar magics to prevent flood waters from overtaking the surrounding areas. This practice is less often
utilized in agriculture, due to the protection that a lot of these enchantments need to remain viable, one stray wolf or stag knocking
over a stone could short the rituals off. Regularly these rituals need to be performed in order to maintain their potency, despite the
possibility to perform more permanent enchantments.

Such permanency is declined often due to the costly nature of the endeavor, and the fact that you never know what the future holds!
The Races of the Vehl, especially Humans and Dwarves, are always seeking to innovate, and having such permanent rituals can be
detrimental to such innovation, aside from the fact that you would need at least 10 practiced ritualists to perform such a feat! 

Now as for transportation, the fine craftsmanship of caravans and wagons across the Vehl has allowed them to travel vast distances,
but the safety of major roads and highways, especially winding through the kingdoms of Haywood and Quinelle, have been a marvel
and pride of the civilized world for generations. Fire Arcanists regularly enchant braziers and lanterns along the long stone roads to
allow for travelers to have the safety of lights and warmth during their travels. No sailor worth their salt will board a Galleon without
at least one Air Arcanist, and Water Arcanist aboard, and for tradition at least one cat. The power to have a steady source of drinkable
water, strong trade winds, and an easily dried deck has made Arcanists valued members of nautical work. Several new ships have been
enchanted in their construction to allow them to channel the winds of magic further, The Umbral Endeavor has several pipes
throughout her cabins and holds to allow for a skilled Arcanist to control temperatures within, The Aevum's Respite has been given
sails woven with enchanted fiber to allow them to harvest every breeze as a gust, and The Queen's Remark has had her cannons
imbued with magic strong enough to penetrate any ward. There is even rumor that a group of Gnomes in Prinriek working on a ship
that needs no water to sail but carries itself as a bird above! 

Lastly, the study of medicine has been left mostly to those in the divine practice.

Some Water Arcanists do practice and hone their ability to use the healing properties of water, however the skill of healing without
magic is chiefed primarily by Myar, and Qiron. Myar and Qiron share the study of herbs and their practical applications in salves and
potions, but it is Qiron that is worshiped by the study of anatomy, the mending of wounds, the physiology of the mortal form without
the use of magic, seeing such a use as a final act in their God's judgment. This isn't to say that others have not practiced the physical
art of healing. Not all are touched by divine grace, but the desire to do some good for others in your community does push some to
study and learn. The foremost center of knowledge for the art of non-magical healing is known as the "Centro Medico per
L'avanzamento delle Conoscenze nella Guarigione e nel Recupero '' in Epplessa. It was there that it was discovered that a simple
Honey Apple Tart could help recover wounds and grant increased vitality in patients who were wounded.

I hope this information has proved useful to you engineers looking to innovate and improve, while not shunning the works of magic
studied in the various academies across the lands. Do not let the fear of Arclight or Krugheim lead you away from how delightful the
winds of magic can make life for us all!
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A note found in an ancient library

Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps
Down in the Deeps

Down in the deeps
Wings are beat

Chains are rattled
Banished things sleep
Old gods defeated
Bad blood all around

Silver moonlight shines
The Betrayer’s crimes repeated

What was the first Divine
Who taught the children
Who hated the parents

Secrets kept are so sublime
A cycle never ending

Keep the sin buried down
Every time buried down

Every problem keeps descending
Curios children can’t be stopped
Riddles and secrets and mystery
A swirl of color and misdirection
Even now they don’t know what

they’ve unlocked
The story will end one day

When, who can say
What future will come to pass

A change we will all have to pay
An Ancient
An Outsider
An Evil

And All the Children
So the prophecy foretold

So it will be kept
An open ending

Fortune favors the bold

We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
We’re going to find you
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Excerpt of a Student’s Dissertation on the Winds of Magic

It is likely that colors may hold deeper keys to the nature of the Winds of Magic that we have yet to fully comprehend, as several
Schools of Magic are consistently found to be particular colors. Without exception, the School of Fire is Orange, the School of Earth is
Green, the School of Air is Yellow, the School of Water is Blue. Even further the School of Shadow is Gray, the School of Metal is
Gold, and the School of Celestial is White. These can be found in magical auras, rituals, and even the flourish of magical energy used
in combat. The curiosity comes from Divine magics, which seem to produce no color, other than at times, a blinding White light,
which seems to hold no relation to the School of Celestial. Conversely Demonic magic seems to be Red in every instance it has been
recorded. Regardless of any Demon, their magic seems to root itself in the same color. By observing these colors, we can make bold
assumptions on the nature of these beings, of elementals, and of phenomena that can be viewed in the waking world.

Captain Redbeard’s Journal Part 2

It’s been twoweeks since we’ve arrived on the island. Attacked bySavage Orc warbands,
strange creatures, even golems. This island is a bit of a strange place. Even mymagic feels
off, Nothing I cannot handle though. Finally caught up withMycroft, even he agrees
that something feels off here. However, there’s a lot of unexplored area here,Mycroft says
that he found a path that leads a bit further inland. I’m going to go with him and
explore a wee bit, hopefully nothing too dangerous but you never know.Maybe if things
get a bit hairy, we’ll get some of the travelers that came with us to settle the island to help
lend us a hand. Seems like there’s enough resources here to get anyone motivated.
Although word has gotten to me from the scouts that a ship flying Prinreik colors was
seen off the western coast. I’m hoping for no trouble but some of them are money
grubbing sleazes. Well, hopefully our little journey goes smoothly, and we find something
worth the hassle.
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The curse of years, by mortuary priest Gafner, 1084

The Curse of Years afflicts all of us, save the Elves in their divine birthright, but it does affect us in different ways. There are many
different myths and stories of why, each race is affected differently, and what is to be done to prepare a body for the black beyond.
Dwarves normally live to be around 100 years of age, however, there have been instances of Dwarves living up until 200 years of age.
In every instance of Dwarves aging, they seem to age very poorly, despite that decline starting at odd times. One Dwarf may start
declining at 80, others at 150, and tragically some even at 30. Their physiology shuts down, and seems to age rapidly, where as
Humans, age steadily. Funerary customs for Dwarves usually involve cremation, in honor of their parents, Aiko & Callen. Humans are
a steady race, the Curse of Years chipping away at their mortal form, slowing them down bit by bit, year after year. Humans, normally
thrive until 60 years of age, however a select few can reach ages of 100. Their most common funerary custom is burial, a return to the
earth, to embrace the cycle, and to prevent viewing the decay of the body. Orcs are a bit more complex, they seem to age the same as
Humans, however their skin seems to get thicker, increase in folds, even making sight and breathing difficult. Their funerary custom is
that of the sky burial, where they leave their dead on the tallest hills to be reclaimed by the vultures, having their essence and strength
be spread far and wide, to be reborn in stranger lands. Another common grouping seems to be Dragonborn, Kobolds, and the Adrongo
of Yarim, they each seem to age without issue for about 100 years, until they enter one final rest, never to awaken again. It is almost
unheard of to find any of these races older than 100. Their funerary custom is that of mummification, a ritualistic preservation of the
body, to be stored in great burial mounds built into hillsides. Lastly, we come across the Nightcrawlers & the Bask, who seem to differ
greatly in their lifespans. Nightcrawlers seem to age similarly to Humans, where each year takes its toll, yet they experience seasons of
shedding, that allows them a sense of renewal, giving them periodic bursts of virility. It is not known how the Nightcrawlers honor
their dead, as the only information we’ve been able to glean off of them have been through prisoners of war. The Bask on the other
hand, seem to be as timeless as the Elves, unaffected by the Curse of Years, as such how they choose to honor their dead is a mystery,
however they do seem to assist in the mummification rites on their Adrongo followers, even honoring them with their song. This
covers the aging and funerary customs for all the races, save the Elves, as the only tradition that they seem willing to share, is that they
return their fallen to nature, to the wood or the sea or the sky. Many Elves keep their cultural histories private, as they view themselves
timeless and above many other races. While some may disagree, it is always important to respect the wishes of the other races,
especially on the subject of death.

Maalintag, The Day of Spirits & Shades

Occurring at the end of the 10th month in the year, Maalintag is a day that has controversial practices across the Vehl. On this day
Shades seem to travel much farther than where they have been tethered, and the Spirits of the land are much more reactive than usual.
Mystics across the land find this day as the most effective to channel spirits and practice their rituals. Divination, scrying, and
according to some, astral projection, are much easier to perform as a Mystic due to the spirits reacting so much more to other’s
presence. This has caused some Mystics to even attempt a séance, to commune with the black beyond, to questionable results. As for
Shades, these creatures will cause many towns to huddle together in one large meeting house, as wandering Shades can still be deadly,
despite their ethereal nature. Some call them Shadow People, or Revenants. Shades are proposed to be stains on the Winds of Magic,
where Elementals would be as entanglements. A stain formed in suffering and tragedy, pain and confusion, sudden or meticulous that
emotion bleeds unto the Winds of Magic and forms a Shade, a mockery of the life that was taken, usually grief ridden or violent they
wander constantly reliving those final moments hoping to change their fate. They can be destroyed with a skilled hand when tethered
to their source location, but on Maalintag as they wander, they seem to reform to their point of origin. Now, do not be filled with fear
for our ancestors have found a way to ward off the Shades and calm the Spirits, with just a small amount of preparation. The first step
is to create a small altar at the entryway of your home, stone, brick, wood, it matters not the material, however what does matter is the
colors. Altars displaying White, Black, & Purple have proven to be the most effective, whether decorated with paint, chalk, or special
candles to emit the appropriate colored flame. These altars serve as focal points for the spirits and shades, a drain for their energy and
angst. Above these altars you will need effigies, the more you have, the more effective they will be. These effigies, commonly called
Shadeling totems, are often made of straw or sticks, sometimes even stuffed burlap, or carved turnip heads, and are made to look as
one of the Fated of Vehldathin. Arms, legs, head, as plain or as detailed as desired, these Shadeling totems allow the shades and spirits
to be drawn to a form familiar to them, and then be led down to the altar so that they may find peace. Some have also found it effective
to include chimes with the totems hung from their door and from the trees around their homes. Homes that have proper effigies and
altars have not only kept themselves safe but have also helped alleviate some of the pain found in the world. Some stories even say
that grateful shades will leave a gift from their former lives in reward for leading them to peace. As you prepare for Maalintag this
year, do well to remember the warning of the Wood Elves, never whistle on Maalintag, for the whistle is a dread omen, a harbinger of
tragedy.
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Letter Found in the Tower of Purity

Dear Tower,

Seal and I have just been notified, thank you for your swift word. This is terrible news indeed, the public will be in uproar over
this. The famine has barely gotten under control, and we have no word yet from our expedition and Prinreik grows bolder by the
day. Have you informed Sword of this? It would be wise to inform them last, they scheme quietly behind closed doors, if you
believe such rumors. Seal is concerned what could transpire with this, especially with the possible abandonment of the expedition,
you know they have special interest in this. It would be wise for us to prepare a statement to hold as the church veils in shadowed
robes of mourning. May I o�er humble suggestion?

“On this, the ninth day of the ninth month of the year fourteen twenty two, we bid an unexpected farewell to King
Heinrich. King Heinrich was a brave and just king, who truly stood by Hastur’s tenants, and protected all of us with his wisdom,
and compassion. As he has guided us through plague, famine, and strife, so too shall Hastur guide our King to the halls of our
forebears, as he did to Queen Meredith some fifteen years before. King Heinrich is survived by his 3 sons, Michael, Charles,
and Leopold, and his only daughter, Wisteria. King Heinrich was found in his bed, peacefully passing in his slumber, a
dreamer and visionary in life and in death. King Heinrich dreamed of expanding Quinelle to great and broad horizons, for all
walks of life, as shown by his expedition to the new world to found the colony of New Quinelle with all races of the Vehl opening
the door to a new age of peace and camaraderie. King Heinrich spoke fondly of being able to set sail and visit New Quinelle
once the colony had been established. We must all take our time to grieve, to wear our robes of mourning and by the end of the
month, we shall hear the Church bells ring out once more on the announcement of the new King of Quinelle, the new High
Ascendant of Hastur. We will do well to honor and celebrate this transition as the time comes. Glory to gleaming King Heinrich!
Glory to gleaming Quinelle! Glory to gleaming Hastur! May we all be so blessed to find a peaceful rest.”

I think this should su�ice for you needs, warm the hearts of the peasants and common folks. We will manage and mitigate the
kingdom before the church consolidates power from this. Tragedy can create such opportunities don’t you agree Tower?

Sincerely,

S ta�

Scratches Recorded from a Thryskal Prison Cell
…and I will lash out against the good. And I will devour kindness. And I will consume the charity.
And I will twist the words of the healers and break them apart. And I will do these things to push
against the crushing wave of my own desires. I will become worse to avoid confronting the
festering sickness inside of me. I will preach, humble shall they be that call upon false idols, for
they call upon themselves, and know that no respectable fated yet stroked their own honor, but
questioned it, for we are slaves to their ego, and their believers, until we all Rot.

Charcoal Rubbing Found in Gravekeepers Basement
Lo behold, we beseech you oh luminous greats. The fires have been lit and our revelry is to your temptation. Hark upon gnoph Keh,

Hark upon ye hounds of tindalos, hark upon unseen Nark-Ginmurgath, see our dance for thine temptations. Grant us gifts, we your witches in

the glades, Grant us seed to sow. Red boar of the endless groves, Mother Of ten thousand young. Fnagfn melrakn rilmragn.
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Soggy Note Found in a Library Book
I crawl on my knees, through endless tunnels through the depths. So far now longing for light and fresh air, I cannot give in, I must hear it

again. Speak to me oh silent catacombs. Whisper in my ear the mysteries of forgotten tomes. My pathway is set before me, to the depths I

go. I hear their chants in nameless chambers, I heard their voices low. Their beckoning I heed, though my knees they bleed. This pilgrimage

has torn me asunder. Penance, for my abominable blunder. My fate is sealed, to the depths I go. I hear their calls, judgment upon me they

bestow. This journey is long and painful, as is the metamorphosis I have been promised. They have promised me a new form more beautiful

than I can fathom. Upon my arrival to this unknown tabernacle I shall ascend from the mire of the Fated's bestial hubris. Glory.

Common Tavern Fair found on the roads between Quinelles & Haywood
Greetings dearest traveler,
Once again it is I, Kotrady Jimb to inform you of the finest rest stops across the Vehl! Should thou be wary or in need of refreshment,
trust no guide more than the honorable Kotrady Jimb, peruser of deliciousness, guider of tastefulness, royal vizier of comfort!
Our journey will take us across the great King’s Road, laid in the ancient year of 915 by King Charles Rodrigues of Quinelle & King
Gil’Farad of Haywood, they say this road is what caused Prinreik to grow from a humble trading post, to the mecca of commerce that
it is today.
The first stop is to the Grim Graverobber’s Tavern, now don’t let the name fool you, their service is friendly and their drinks are ever
flowing with changing variety. A small sampling of such delights, Dew of the Mountain, a delightfully fizzy beverage made from the
finest array of citrus fruits, said to have been collected off the peaks of the very mountains of Callen’s Fence right as the sun rises.
Physician’s Tonic, a beverage for the sophisticated fated, with hints of Cherry, Cinnamon, and a touch of Apricot to round out the
flavors, a well desired drink of arcanist’s everywhere. They have a wide array of tempting brews and liquors, from the common
varieties of Ales, Dwarven Ale, Light Ale, Dragon Ale, to the delightful spirits such as Bask Brew, Elven Wine, and Lightning Oil
Liquor.
Our second stop is closer to the first toll gate of the King's Road, just north of the Road of Blades. The Puffed Partridge Meadery has a
delightful selection of food unlike any others I have discovered. As you sample their selection of fine meads and have your fun in their
game hall, do not dishonor yourself by not sampling their kitchen's meals. Start off with a Fruit Medley, mixed with an array of fruits
from all across the Vehl, Strawberries, Watermelons, Oranges, and a fruit I can't even recognize, but has the most unique flavor!
Follow this up with a delicious Meat Pie, a savory, buttery crust filled with brown gravy and hunks of tender mince. There are good
hunks of steak and offal that give it a robust and invigorating flavor, each topped with a scorch in the crust of a flying bird. Truly no
end to the luxury of this meal, but if you seek something lighter they do offer the Air and Sea Delight, a small hen stuffed with a
delectable variety of shellfish and trout. Baked to perfection this feast will surely satisfy your exotic tastes.
Our third stop is Zanthan's Watering Hole, this small shack right outside of Eastern Prinriek. While there may not be much to see aside
from the largest arrow display outside, they do offer some astounding concoctions that are addicting to the caravan guards and
merchant protectors. Monstrous Lagers, Winged Elixirs, and Potions of Energy, these potent yet delicious mixtures have gained a large
popularity for those who enjoy a boost of energy without giving into the new bean tea fad of Yarim.

Declaration by King Alboin of Epplessa, Sept. 1st, 1422
Hear y�! Hear y�! Le� i� b� know�, b� declaratio� of our goo� Kin� Alboi�, al� trave� ou� of th� cit� of Flore� i� forbidde�, th� roya� arm� ha�
se� quarantin� for � viciou� plagu� tha� ha� rippe� throug� th� are�. Tragicall� th� Centr� Medic� per L'ava�ament� dell� Con�ce�� nell�
Guarigion� � ne� Recuper� i� locate� withi� Flore�, an� w� ar� assure� the� ar� workin� o� � cur� a� the� hav� for th� grea� plagu� of (1400?
1380?). If yo� hav� travele� throug� Flore� withi� th� pas� mont�, repor� immediatel� t� your loca� templ� t� see� healin�, or repentanc�.
�i� shal� no� chang� th� t�e� pai� t� th� crow� for th�� wh� ow� t� th� Signor� of Flore�.
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Note Found by a Sacrificial Altar, Aug. 3rd, 1398
We have stayed true to Qiron, our order has been diligent in our tasks. It is apparent they command lesser beasts, terrify them perhaps.
They didn't show aggression, but desperation. Poor creatures, frenzied by something they hardly understand. The thing that led them
was clearly smarter, maybe smarter than us? It seemed to elude us, its tracks changed suddenly from wolf to boar to human. There is a
hole at the center of the story. Brother Malcom has reported finding strange effigies, a stick with a loop at the top, string laced
throughout, all throughout the woods near the farm we have been investigating. He has been telling tales of Witches, from the
children's stories, causing some to think Brother Malcolm may be coming down with fever himself. We have yet to find a trace of the
father, nor have we culled the pack leader. Tomorrow we dive deeper into the forest to attempt to either burn the beasts out, or find the
answers we seek. Qiron bless us, and guide us, in sickness or in health.

Found near the wreckage of the Aevum’s Respite
Here we mourn. We mourn for those recently taken. We mourn for those we will no longer see. We push forward to honor
those fallen comrades. We rebuild to create something worth their sacrifice. Though the nights grow dark, and our bodies feel
worn, we will not rest.. We will not lose hope and we will not break. We trudge forward and struggle. We give thanks to the
gods we are still alive. We give thanks to those who are making this island a new home. We fight and we persevere. We thank
those who came before and those who come after.

-The Last Respite.

Journal of Capt Redbeard Entry 1

With what they are paying me for this journey Imay be able to finally put a bit away and
live my life in a bit of luxury. Taking an expedition to some “uncharted island”.
Shouldn’t be too hard. Go there. Help them set up and take off. Heard the expedition is
going to be an interesting bunch.All sorts of different folks, pampered kids, goblins, and
even a sea elf who doesn’t like water. What kinda bad joke is that? People in charge even gave
me the name of someone to meet up with. Apparently they left a bit ahead of us to scout
out.Maharr orAlbin, something like that. Crews getting set up to go now should only be
another week or two at most before we set out. I’m going to head over to the temple and do
some praying. Hopefully Ozymahd watches over us.

To: Supervisor Dobreck, Field report: Documented #7568
The Lieutenant is keeping the Eastern side of our encampment strong and organized, while North andWest stay vigilant. However, we have
seen an uprising in elementals around that are now posing a large security risk to our operations. With this THING walking around, I don’t
know how much it’s going to cost to upkeep our security and protection against their constant attacks. After all of this time, taking over this
area, battling back the other locals, all of the research and documentation, this is just one more obstacle that will continue to cost us time,
energy, and money. A waste of our finite resources indeed. Our work sites have been constantly under attack recently, so I’m betting it has
something to do with that damned Quinellite Expedition. They’ve named themselves Shore Crest something or other. I bet the attacks are
because they keep getting in the middle of our affairs. Please respond with further instructions. Awaiting your orders.

Mar Nemolin Expedition, Cpt. Lovi
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Note found in Krugheim Manor
Rituals can be an easy thing to learn the fundamentals of, of course having Symbols and Components to perform them can be as rigid
as arithmetic, the Verbal and Somatic components can truly imprint your intent on them, but are much more malleable. Commanding
the winds of magic, or your divine energies through the Symbol and the Components can alter a Ritual in astounding ways, as opposed
to remaining silent. A simple example would be of a humble Ritual for the School of Earth, once you have you Symbol for and
Components ready, using the stance of the defender, and using the phrase “my legs are grounded, the earth protects” thrice, in 30
second intervals, can greatly improve the outcome of the Ritual. Commonly this will result in some form of protection, depending on
how good your Symbol and Component aspects are. Remember, the more focused a ritual the more powerful it becomes, but beware,
these rituals are much easier to fail. Failures in powerful rituals can cause the magic to backlash on the performers of the ritual to
horrible results.

Correspondence intercepted by Maskhunter Colin, 1102
We successfully raided the Temple of Roya, as per your orders. We’ve collected the reagents to
perform the ritual that will open the portals. Our god has blessed us truly with this plan,
consuming the power of the Elves. We will make Haywood a graveyard, we will snuff out
whatever resistance remains to us. The Black Fleet will meet little opposition once we are done,
and with the Goblin King providing a proper distraction at Prinriek, who will stop us. The world
will be plunged into darkness as our lord wills it. When the time comes, they shall value the
contributions of The Order of the Black Sun. Praise be to Ahriman, Praise be to you Lord Zog.

Letter sent from Tashusan City, 510
As I have been visiting the temples here in the city Thara, I have found such strange commonalities amongst some of the altars.
For whatever reason, for I 'm sure if I were a godly man I would understand better, there are always the same things at the
same types of altars.
Hastur always seems to have gleaming Gold, and Yellow cloths, and boxes for donations, exchanges. I am sure you are familiar
with such things from your youth, no? Growing up poor in S trathadan, having to rely on Hasturian donations for new shoes. Of
course I jab in jest.
Now Qiron always seems to have Pinks and Greens at their altars, with medical notes and potion vials as if leaving new
discoveries for Qiron to spread to their followers. Hopefully with bright intentions.
Altars dedicated to Ozymahd seem to have Oranges and Purples about them, of course with all sorts of sand timers and seasonal
motifs. You know how these kinds of people can get, always obsessing over how things pass but never what 's making them pass!
Vykost altars always seem to have Red everywhere, from cloths to chalks to blood! Such barbarity, and still they are littered with all
sorts of sea trash, shells, twigs, bones. To think I felt cleaner with Qiron!
The few times I have found myself around Roya's altars and temples I found stunning shades of Blue, wherever I walked
was as if I was treading a placid lake. How dreamy! Atop the altars were massive crystals, charts recording and explaining
dreams, and all sorts of glyphed baubles.
And to think, I came to this place for a simple coronation. I must tell you Thara I have found this delightful eatery down one
of the main thoroughfares, had the most delightful roast of something called a Platypus? Did you know they are only found on
the outskirts of the city? How exotic, you must be jealous!
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Myth and Legends of Canatha Vol.1
A common overlapping myth for many cultures that live near Callen’s Fence is that of the Lukowuruhi, also known as the Curet Ulfur, or the Tramuclop. This
being appears in several stories in Wood Elf, Raider, and Stone Elf culture, often including snowy isolation, lost hunters, and insatiable hunger. This
creature is said to be a Fated that has been driven mad by giving in to their desperate greed. Fated who become lost on the mountain passes or the deep
woodlands, sailors who become shipwrecked after a storm, lost alone and desperate for survival are susceptible to this particular madness according to
myth. Overwhelmed by such primal and vicious greeds, they consume the flesh of other Fated causing their form to be twisted and altered, even their
very minds are changed in such a way that they become little more than beasts, not different than Trolls or a Ghazgrakk. Those suffering from the curse
of the Lukowuruhi find themselves becoming gaunt, sickly, yet beastly fur and fangs replace their mundane features. They gain the ability to wear the
flesh of those they've consumed as a disguise, to lure unsuspecting travelers to a swift death. This skin suit results in the odor of decay that forewarns
their arrival. In some of the myths the key to defeat the Lukowuruhi is to remove their heart and burn it into a fire throughout the night, in others a blade of
purest silver must be used to pierce their frozen heart. In the current day, some tribes or clans will still hold true to these myths, believing them as true
warnings. However for most others, such as the denizens of Quinelle or Haywood these stories are meant more to frighten children and entertain tavern
goers.

Soggy Discarded Letter
Dear Lady Josephine,
I am writing to you with some shocking news indeed. You must remember Count Marshall from our last trip to court? Well, whispers around the town state
that his one and only daughter Hadria has been banished from his household and from inheriting the title Countess! Banished by her own father, can you
believe it!? Oh, the shame she must be feeling. My mother knew her well and nearly fainted at hearing this devastating news. I had heard that she fell in
love with and started consorting with a lowly baron, so my guess is she got with child out of wedlock. My brother heard that she got involved with some
insidious merchant and ran o� to who knows where. I have no idea why she would do any of these things, her life was perfect! But, some things cannot be
explained I guess. Please write back as fast as you can so I can hear your theories.
Ever Your friend,

Lady Catherine

Report from Dwarven Mercenary
We’ve been contracted to map out a network of caves by Miltread. Rumor has it a group of Kobolds just moved
in and Lord Milt wants them cleared out. He’s already started calling in bannermen to mount an assault. Once
we’re done they’ll know every entrance and exit those scaly bastards can use.

Demonic Letter, 9/14/1422

To my follower of Wreck town,

I received your invite last event and after some thought I do believe I don't have time for you, or your invite. I have greater
things to put my time and thought into and have decided to send someone in my stead. My herald will be attending your get
together and I expect you to treat them with all the respect you would give me minus the obvious. I will pass along a message
from myself for your ears only and you will follow the instructions exactly.

Written by a nameless servant
Dictated by your Lord Oleandus'
Lord of Envy, Regent of Woe Ect. Ect
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Demons and how they happen, where do they go, do they know things, let's
find out, by Modipius
The lowest forms of life found on Vehldathin. The Demons! These reviled creatures are beings that have shunned the Gods, absconding
with a mere fraction of their blessings and starting twisted cults almost in parody to the divine. The leaders of these cults are ca�ed
Demon Lords, and play pretend at being true deities. They wi� hear prayers, demand sacrifice, and treat with other demonic cults and
demon lords in a manner that reflects a mortal's understanding of the divine, a �ild's understanding of kings. The simplest way to describe
ea� and every demon is Selfish. They demand they be worshiped, they despise the gods for denying them that worship, they care not for the
responsibility to their fe�ow man or the work ca�ed upon them by their God, only their own selfish needs and desires. No one is sure how
Demon Lords are made, but it is known how devils and demons form in our world. A devout worship, as one would give to a God,
consistently and given over time wi� twist a Fated's heart and soul. What starts as simple Cultists and hierophants, wi� perverse into
Devils, red fleshed, demon marked, bound completely to their demonic master. When a devil fa�s out of favor, fails, or annoys their demon
lord they can be cursed into Gremlins, withered mo�led creatures that skulk about in the night looking for victims to abuse, taking their
shame out unto others. However should a devil prove effective, loyal, powerful, or worthy! They can go through ritualistic empowerment,
binding them closer to their demon lord. They become Demons, resembling their master more closely despite what form they may take. If a
demon were to stay in service of their lord long enough without losing favor, they would grow to become Greater Demons. Very few
reports exist on greater demons, they may be a Cultists myth to keep new recruits in line but if those same myths are true, these snarling
faced monstrosities would be truly nightmarish. Now Cultists and hierophants may be looked at with an eye of pity, some of Hastur’s
shield priests may seek to convert and cleanse them of sin. There can be no redeeming of Devils, or what they come to be. Always
remember, be�er dead than red. Demon Lords rarely work together, and spend mu� of their time either playing at deity, or performing
whatever si� actions made them turn away from their God. Their homes tend to be in abandoned temples, old fortresses, or even the
endless expanse of the Deeps. Mu� of our knowledge on these organizations comes from saved hierophants and Cultists, and the work of
Mask Hunters during The Daffodil Wars, fighting Demon Lord Tarakabali. The rank and file of the Blasphemers should be rooted out
and cu�ed at every turn, as they are an affront to ea� of the gods. Even those of the Lying Bastard God shun and hunt demonic creatures.
It does bring me some comfort that there is one thing that a� of Vehldathin can agree upon.

A History of Vehldathin, known history and the records therein, by Sir
Nildedranet part 1
There have been a great many wars throughout the history of the Vehl, some spurred by religious dogma, some by pride, others
by territorial conflicts. The many races have fought one another frequently for many reasons, some more noble than others.
One of the oldest wars is known commonly as The War of Scales, in which the Dragonborn of Shanseyut conflicted with varied
races of Canatha. This occurred briefly after the discovery of Yarim by Wolof the Bright, a Sea Elf who hailed from the Nosy
Zato region west of Quinelle. When Wolof discovered the region and told others of it, it was quick to be raided and plundered,
especially by the ancient nation of Humans known as Strathadan. Early reports claim diplomatic missions by Strathadan aimed
for benign relations but recent archeological surveys have proven that their intentions were less than peaceful. This war stained
the sands of Yarim for 20 years and set the tone for diplomatic relations between Yarim and Canatha for decades to come. At the
later founding of Mejikhan and their involvement with Xian Zhe, it was discovered that a stable relationship was formed
between the lands of Shanseyut and Xian Zhe, which would open doors to Mejikhan and other nations of Canatha to begin
building relationships with the Dragonborn of the southern lands. This tragically is not the common result of many wars that
occur around Vehldathin. The War of the Braid was a more recent war that only recently had a peaceful result. A questing
knight of Quinelle's Qago region, who historically bore the brunt of the Great War's Black Fleet invasions, traveled to the raider
islands to recover lost artifacts and was taken captive by a tribe known as the Starshell tribe. While mostly insignificant
amongst the political spectrum of the raider clans, Duke Altamira's response would set the tone between the two cultures to this
day. When the ransomers came to demand their terms, they were instead shaved of head and beard and sent back to their tribe, a
sign of deep cultural shame amongst the raider tribes. Tensions between the western raider islands and the entirety of Quinelle
were still tense at this time, despite the great war ending some time ago many old wounds were still felt. This insult drew the
attention of the greater chieftain council that ruled over Skagastrund, declaring recompense before hostility, to which Duke
Altamira's response was to set a bounty of 5 silver pieces for every raider braid brought to the local magistrate. The
Skagastrund council then formally declared war on Duke Altamira, frequent raids and naval skirmishes went on for 13 years
before the King of Quinelle forced an end to the war by offering recompense to Skagastrund, albeit a pittance compared to what
they originally asked for.
Futher notable wars that we shall delve into further are The Daffodil Skirmishes, The War of the Tiara, The War of the Tides,
The Wood Wars, The Glitter Pass Trade Wars, The Gray Migration Battles, and the infamous Blight Wars.
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Notes taken by a student of krugheim
As it has been studied, it seems there is a common thread on the Vehl and beyond. When channeling your will into magic rituals, when

the divine is invoked, it seems that certain words or concepts will always hold the same meaning. Good. Selfishness. Order. Chaos.

Evil. There does not seem to be a distinction between these ideas through the power of magic and the law of the divine. What strange

occurrence may cause this? Have scholars not debated definitions of smaller words for years? Is not mathematics debates on its

higher forms? What then would cause such unity in understanding, even if we cannot agree with it. Try as we might, we cannot change

magic to agree with us, we cannot bend the gods to our will. Such is the suffering of the Fated, so close to the power of true free will,

yet so far from grasping the ability to use it. Our pride may yet be the downfall of each and every one of us. Or would it be our greed.

Finding definitions of these concepts is difficult to pinpoint, but that is our purpose of study. Understanding the concepts is often much

simpler, yet it has caused some odd happenstance with our ritual practice. Always be sure to make your intentions as specific as

possible for your rituals, they do become harder to perform, but to a skilled ritualist that shouldn’t be a problem. I will have to take the

time to share my notes with my class, and see if they have discovered any other fundamental concepts, these Cosmic Alignments, as

I shall call them. Perhaps if it is received well, I will be invited to the meetings in the lower floors of the manor.
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Notes and Scraps Found on the Island

What fools we were to ign�e �e warnings, �e cr�ping nightmares, �e eyes in �e peripheries of sight. Can you blame us? Surrounded wi�
knowledge, at �e peak of magical research. You don’t believe �e sky is fa�ing until a piece of it hits you.

Yes yes yes, you want to buy Epplessian Lea�er, finest in �e lands, made by Epplessians, from Epplessa! They’re fine folk out �ere, a bit nose in �e air
but we can f�give �em f� what �ey provide. Exce�ent Ch�se.

When we fa� asl�p, where do we go? Do we travel, do we only s�? Do constructs dream as we do? When we wake, what happens to what we saw?
When �e dreamer dies, what happens to �e dream?

How do you f�give yourself f� a� �e �ings you never became?

You get what you deserve.

Every�ing wi� be ok.

Were it not f� fear, dea� would go unlamented.

If you start to notice �e knowledge of �e w�ld, it wi� start to notice you.

You wi� be punished by God � Man.

I have traveled far, desiring no�ing m�e �an a d�p restful sl�p. I can’t help but f�l �is is already �e dream.

He�o my friends, as you pass by
As you are now, so once was I
As I am now, soon you wi� be

Prepare f� dea�, and fo�ow me

In �e eldest groves �ere is a tale, a warning. They say �e whistle �ings �e dead spirits home. That when you hear �e whistle take notice of �e
shadows around you, make sure �ey flicker and dance lest you be caught in �e dead dream. That moment lost wi�out life, but no peace of dea�.

Whistles are no good omen.
Be Warned.
Be Warned.

Do a good d�d and �row it in �e river, one day it wi� return to you in �e desert

Caves �at once were rivers do not f�get.
I have s�n people bl�d and I’ve �ought I’d s�n it a�, but my own two eyes would prove me �ong �at day. There are �ings �at I’ve done only s�n

by �e sun and �ose �ings wi� be buried in my grave.

Are you a good person, � do you lack �e courage to be evil.

Treasure �e experience. Dreams fade away after you wake up.

The saddest �ing about any man is �at he be ign�ant, and �e most exciting �ing is �at he knows.

Whe�er you come as a lover � an executioner, I am ready to receive you.

Every�ing �at we s� is a shadow cast by �at which we do not s�.

Ex Ign�antia Ad Sapientiam Ex Luce Ad Tene�as
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Do a good d�d and �row it in �e river, one day it wi� return to you in �e desert

I'm dying.
Is it blissful?

It's like a dream
I want to dream

Beast is a title earned in blood, beware f� a beast may yet be beautiful

The old w�ld is dying. The new w�ld struggles to be b�n. Now is �e time of monsters.

Birds b�n in a cage �ink flying is an i�ness.

I have always b�n an intruder, but when I found you, I felt like a Guest.

Maybe a� one can do is hope to end up wi� �e right regrets.

Do you have �e power, to give up power?

Open �e do�

Every�ing �at could be �ought, someone wi� �ink

Not every�ing has a name. Some �ings lead us into a realm beyond w�ds.

In �e end people have a way of revealing �emselves. No mask can be w�n f�ever.

The sound of children screaming has b�n removed.

Even a w�m wi� turn.

The w�ld you were b�n in no longer exists.

Fresh detritus whenever �eir ancest�s did we� in �e tanks beyond, �ey must grow strong as �e ones bef�e �em did, and �ey wi�
�en be chosen to be denizens of a new realm

The ear� is hungry. Its heart �robs and demands cleansing. The ear� is also �irsty.

Diary: I've b�n here bef�e. I know it, but... some�ings changed. Wi� �ey understand me? Wi� �ey f�give me? Is �is where I find
salvation?

I wi� don �e eviscerated �gans of my enemies as party hats, wear �eir shredded entrails as neckties, and oh, how I sha� dance

The hive has b�n cleansed. The source of �e c�ruption has b�n c�ked, laid in a body bag and dragged to �e outskirts of existence

And yet a trace of �e true self exists in �e false self

You wi� never be able to experience every�ing. Have justice and experience your own soul.
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The Psychotic Drowns where �e Mystic Swims

Dark cut �e light and only pelting rain f� sound, A blurred view showed �e lands end, Going f�� �ere was no te�, until
it was too late to know �at we were going straight to he�. Wi�ingly and relieved We rode �at he�-bound caravan Done

wi� �e t�ture of living Awaiting �e lesser of pains.

One day you wi� have to answer f� your actions and God may not be so merciful

Please don’t cut my �ead.
People eat my face, and we are wearing in �e wa�.

We have children in our necks, and you are living in watermelon water.
May god damage your house…

Thank you.

Dear Student,
The do� passes a camel. Don’t f�get yourself, we co�ected you from str�ts, �e meat of your shoulders is from our good. Come spit on my

tomb if you succ�d. May god take you and �ose who �ought you.
Typica�y, Teacher

Rot in your skin Rot in your skin Rot in your skin Rot in your skin Rot in your skin Rot in your skin Rot in your skin Rot in your skin Rot
in your skin Dig it out. Dig it out. Dig Take it a� out. Remove your skin, remove it. Don’t let �e Rot take your �ain. Remove �em.

Remove your skin. ROT. YOU can do it. Dig �em out. GET A KNIFE AND DIG dig it. It doesn’t hurt. Your pain wi� be less �an �at
of �e Rot. Remove it. Remove �e Rot in your skin. You do not n�d your skin. Don’t pray to your God.

You didn’t survive

There is evidence f� god. I am in possession of �e god stone. Trade me f� �e Doct�, OR I wi� reveal God’s existence to your people in
�e most incredible way possible. You have �r� w�ks.

F� you, �e next w�ld, �ough it is sti� just a dream, is coming. And it may be great, � it may be terrible, but it is up to each to us. And
we sma� stones in �e sl�ping mind of a giant, I dream, you dream, and our dream is its dreams And �e giant was afraid of itself, so it
divided itself up into tiny little parts, and �e parts hated each o�er, and now it has self loa�ing and unending pain. And �e giant was
in love wi� itself, so it pushed its ugliness under �e surface where it grew uglier and uglier and its bounty grew terrible. And �e giant
didn’t �ink about how it was going to die some day, so it trodden on and on, and it grinded itself down until it was sick and desperate

and it f�got about what matters. And �e giant wants to change and resisting �at desire is a� of its habits and patterns and it’s begging
us now, a quiet prayer, in a dark room. Light a candle, Prepare f� apo�eosis.

Perhaps I could have b�n fr�.

To �e fo�owers of Charybdis, m�t by �e water at midnight, if you had �e dream you know where to find us.

I await your sentence wi� less fear �an you pass it. The time wi� come when a� wi� s� what I s�.

Every day mommy lies to me about going to �e palace. I live in a liar house. I know my mommy is a liar. Once my mommy was a liar. My
mommy is an old liar.
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I once saw �e face of god, a vast and sudden silence among �e noisy heavens. That evening I dreamt I listened to one side of a
conversation I should not have overheard. I do not watch �e skies any m�e. I do not look up
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